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September 13 – October 17, 2014 

 
Center Stage TOUR ROUTE 

 

 
 

Distance Between Cities 
 

   Washington, DC to Blacksburg, VA  271 miles 

   Blacksburg, VA to Richmond, VA  217 miles 

   Richmond, VA to St. Joseph, MN   1,277 miles 

   St. Joseph, MN to Dayton, OH  779 miles 

   Dayton, OH to Boston, MA   826 miles 

   Boston, MA to New London, CT  106 miles 

   New London, CT to New York, NY  130 miles 

   New York, NY to Portland, ME  315 miles  

 
       TOTAL  3,921 miles 



Su 7 Mo 8 Tu 9 We 10 Th 11 Fr 12 Sat 13
TRAVEL: depart Peshawar; 
arrive IAD; CS welcome 
dinner with Ribab Fusion 
OWCHotel

DBV = Deirdre Valente RWH= Robert Henderson LB = Lisa Booth AP = Adrienne Petrillo KC = Kelsey Colcord SLH = Sarah Long Holland DBV, LB

Su 14 Mo 15 Tu 16 We 17 Th 18 Fr 19 Sa 20
AAMER BIRTHDAY!                    
lbmi orientation, production 
meetings & artist care; Guitar 
Center (instruments 
purchased); eve: Youssou 
N'Dour concert at GWU (with 
RF)

Social Security visit; 130pm 
ECA briefing w/ RF; 5pm 
phone interview Dayton Daily 
News; eve site seeing on own 

KC all day. 10am-Noon ECA 
video; aft rehearsal & press inc 
ECA, VOA Urdu; 6-7pm  PERF 
w/ RF (20 minute set -- webcast 
live); post-perf party hosted by 
NEFA

DRIVE DC to Blacksburg with 
Boston Boys (5 hours); 6:30-
9pm interviews and dinner/jam 
with BBs at Monkey House 
Concerts (Dubinsky) 

with BBs: am 10am lec/dem at 
K-8th grade Blacksburg New 
School; 4pm VA Tech -- 
presentation & panel; 8pm 
shared PERF @ 130 Jackson 
St

DRIVE Blacksburg to Richmond; 
Montrose Studio rehearsal and 
recording w/ Boston Boys

OFF Richmond: site seeing; 
eve: Infuzion Club (Virgonians 
Unite variety band show)

DBV, LB, RWH DBV, LB, AP, LP, KC, RWH DBV LB AP KC LP&SLH RWH

Su 21 Mo 22 Tu 23 We 24 Th 25  Rosh Hashanah Fr 26   Rosh Hashanah Sa 27
FLY Richmond VA to 
Minneapolis; stop at Guitar 
Center, drive  to St. Jo, MN; 
dinner hosted by  Brian Jose 
with fac other residency 
partners

St. Cloud Tech College: 
lec/dem Music in World 
Cultures class; tour Cold 
Spring Craft Brewery;  
performance and jam @ 
Veranda w/local artists

St. Cloud State: world music 
class; CSB/SJU: lunch with intl 
students; attend a MN Twins 
baseball game, walk thru Walke 
rArt Center Sculpture Garden.

St. Cloud Tech (HS): visit/jam 
with high school band 
students; tea at the pottery 
school; eve jam  w/music 
majors & faculty

Veteran Center mini-perf; 
CSB/SJU: conversation with 
Lead(ership) Scholars; family 
hosted dinner and boat ride on 
MS River (band perfs)

OFF; fishing and canoeing; 
cookout hosted at home of Brian 
Jose for patrons and friends 
(band performs)

apple orchard visit,  fishing 
(Pat Kirby's family); 7:30pm 
PERF SJ Humphrey Theater, 
post-perf Q&A, and reception 
with audience (multi-camera 
video recording)

Su 28 Mo 29 Tu 30 We 1 Th 2 Fr 3 Sa 4  Yom Kippur

FLY MN to OH via Charlotte 
(security and other delays) 
7:30pm dinner with presenter

lec-dems with world music and 
arts writing, asian history and 
music tech & culture classes

lec-dem with music tech and 
culture class; Center for Int'l 
Programs demo and break out 
discussions

lec-dems: Writing & the Arts 
class; Beginning Guitar master 
class; lec-dem for music, 
guitar, and history of south 
asia classes; in-studio WYSO 
radio interview, perf. 

tour US Air Force Museum;  
8pm PERF Boll Theater 

FLY Dayton to Boston  some attend Eid 
services;sound check and 
8pm PERF Wellesley w/ Q&A 
and 
post-perf reception

NEFA

Su 5  Eid al-Adha Mo 6 Tu 7 We 8 Th 9 Fr 10 Sa 11
2pm Family Show Wellesley, 
plus Q&A and reception. Eve: 
Boston site seeing 

OFF Boston Science Museum, 
and other site seeing. Hosted 
dinner at NEFA offices.

Boston Berklee Tour and 
activities (NEFA arranges); 
Boston Tea Party Ship/Museum

DRIVE to New London CT (2-
2.5 hours); welcome dinner 
with residency partners @ 
student center Conn College 

NOON - live radio The Day 
songs and chitchat; aft 
classroom visit w/music 
students; eve jam w/local 
musicians

1025-1145am: disc hosted by 
Global Islamic Studies; 1pm Dual 
Language Arts Magnet (middle) 
School lec-dem; dinner 
presenter's home

4-6pm sound check; dinner at 
venue; 8pm PERF Palmer 
Aud; impromptu jam at hotel 
with Jamaican musicians 

NEFA NEFA NEFA/SLH

Su 12 Mo 13  Columbus Day Tu 14 We 15 Th 16 Fr 17 Sa 18
DRIVE New London-NYC;  
8pm Perf and Q&A @ Asia 
Society (web cast live); 
midnite @Empire St Bldg

OFF NYC: Hop On/Off bus, 
Bklyn Bridge, Guggenheim 
Museum, Times Squre, etc.

FLY NYC to Portland, ME 2:30pm TV interview with 2 
song perf for WCSH TV; 
Community welcome dinner

11am: Deering HS lec/dem and 
discussion; CS debrief @ hotel;  
pre-perf talk; 7:30pm PERF 
Hannaford Hall

Program ends. TRAVEL to 
Dallas. 

GROUP DEPARTS U.S. on 
OCTOBER 30

lbmi lbmi AP & KC

KHUMARIYAAN
 Inclusive Tour Dates Sep 13-Oct 17
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Washington, DC Blacksburg, VA Richmond, VA 

St. Joseph, MN: College of St. Benedict & St. John's Univ. 

Dayton, OH: U of Dayton Boston, MA 

New London, CT: Conn College Boston, MA 

NYC, Asia Society Portland, ME: Portland Ovations 



http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/14/arts/music/khumariyaan-performed-at-asia-society-on-sunday.html  
 

 

By JON PARELES          October 13, 2014 

There’s more to Khumariyaan than the twangy, accelerating melodies and snappy rhythms that 
eventually got the audience at Asia Society on its feet and dancing on Sunday night. During the 
concert Sparlay Rawail, the four-man group’s lead guitarist, matter-of-factly described its repertory 
as “music of the oppressed.” Khumariyaan means “intoxicators.” 

 
Continued… 
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The group’s repertory is not protest songs but instrumentals: Pashtun folk tunes and its own 
compositions. But in its hometown, Peshawar, a Pakistani provincial capital near the Afghanistan 
border, Khumariyaan’s music holds a symbolic charge. The concert was part of Khumariyaan’s 
American tour sponsored by Center Stage, a cultural exchange program of the State Department.  

Pashtun folk traditions have been embattled in recent years from two directions: from a 
modernizing, status-conscious culture that associates the rubab and other folk instruments with 
the lower classes, and from fundamentalist Islamic opposition to secular music, which has 
restricted performances and destroyed music shops. Mr. Rawail described Khumariyaan’s 
approach as an “incremental evolution” to help the music survive. The opening piece was “Bela,” 
which means a place where two rivers divide or converge.  

The center of Khumariyaan’s sound is Farhan Bogra on rubab, a traditional lute with three plucked 
strings and 11 sympathetic strings; to an American ear it sounds like a sharper-toned banjo. Mr. 
Bogra is a determined preservationist; he has posted rubab lessons on YouTube. The rubab delivers 
the melodies in rapid-fire picking with insistent repeated notes, accompanied by hand drumming 
by Shiraz Khan on the goblet-shaped zerbaghali and by Mr. Rawail and Aamer Shafiq on acoustic 
guitars. Mr. Rawail also wore an ankle bracelet with jingle bells called ghungroo, a bit of percussion 
generally used by female dancers.  

The group’s two guitars, modestly adding chords behind the rubab, are a Western, younger-
generation element. To harmonize with them, the rubab uses only one of its many traditional 
scales. A few of the pieces turned westward, placing the rubab tune over a waltz or a gentle rock 
beat and basic chords. But far more of the music savored its Pashtun roots: the modal scales, the 
percussive attack of the rubab and the odd meters, often 7/4, that never prevented the tunes from 
sounding like dance music. (One of the group’s more Western-sounding pieces, “Pearl,” which 
started with the musicians whistling the melody, was also in 7/4, a sly fusion.)  

With the directness of many folk traditions, most of the pieces simply set out a melody and cycled 
through it again and again, growing faster, louder, more virtuosically ornamented and more 
kinetic. Now and then, one of the group’s members put down his instrument and stepped forward 
to hop or twirl a traditional dance.  

In one piece Mr. Bogra switched from rubab to the Pashtun sehtar, a lute with a much longer neck 
and a deeper, more plangent tone. In Peshawar, he said, there is only one sehtar maker left, and 
one teacher. But the concert was anything but sorrowful. The music darted forward — nimble, vital 
and determined.  

A version of this review appears in print on October 14, 2014, on page C5 of the New York edition with the headline: With 
a Slight Western Inflection, Culturally Charged Pashtun Folk Melodies. 

http://archive.rockpaperscissors.biz/index.cfm/fuseaction/current.articles_detail/project_id/760/article_id/22675.cfm�
http://centerstageus.org/artists/khumariyaan�
http://www.rferl.org/content/gandhara_taliban_pashtun_music_buneri/2241153.html�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lz_4B-d8Ng�
http://www.youtube.com/user/BOGRA3/videos�


 
 
http://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/music/2014/09/06/fall-arts-preview-world-music-
picks/hFN1GpBdVs1gJCxzLeyGZN/story.html  

Fall Arts Preview: World Music Picks 
By Siddhartha Mitter 
Globe Correspondent  September 06, 2014 
 
 

KHUMARIYAAN Four dudes from Peshawar serve up extended 
tunes on rubaab and guitar that spill across the border between 
Pashtoon folk and jam-band rock. It’s a cool vibe, with the extra 
merit of puncturing bad-news Pakistan stereotypes. Oct. 4 and 5. 
Jewett Arts Center, Wellesley College. 781-283-2077, 
http://www.wellesley.edu/music/concertseries  
 

http://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/music/2014/09/06/fall-arts-preview-world-music-picks/hFN1GpBdVs1gJCxzLeyGZN/story.html�
http://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/music/2014/09/06/fall-arts-preview-world-music-picks/hFN1GpBdVs1gJCxzLeyGZN/story.html�
http://www.wellesley.edu/music/concertseries�


http://www.voicesofny.org/2014/10/pashto-music-comes-new-york/ 
 

 
 

 
Sparlay Rawail, a lead guitarist and percussion player for the Pashtun musical group “Khumariyaan,” 
believes that music is a universal language. He said that he, along with his other band members have not 
only had a good experience in communicating with American audiences through music but also believe that 
they have left a good impression about the Pashtun culture. 

Khumariyaan, which translates into English as “The Intoxicators” introduced themselves as a musical band 
born in the city of Peshawar close to Pakistan’s border with Afghanistan. Their popularity has coincided 
with the rise of the Taliban, and the expansion of sectarian violence in recent years. 

Other members of Khumariyaan visiting the U.S. are Farhan Bogra who plays the rubab, a lute-like musical 
instrument, Aamer Shafiq, rhythm guitarist and Shiraz Khan who is a percussionist and plays the zerbaghali, 
a goblet-shaped hand drum. 

Khumariyaan’s tour to the U.S. is sponsored by Center Stage, a cultural exchange program of the State 
Department. 

 

continued next page… 
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Khumariyaan perform at the Asia Society on Sunday, Oct. 12. (Photo by Mohsin Zaheer) 

Khumariyaan performed at the Asia Society in New York on Oct. 12, their fourth concert during their U.S. 
tour. Their powerful instrumental performance brought the audience to their feet. 

When asked what impressions they got during their visit, Aamer Shafiq responded, “Like at the Asia Society 
in New York, wherever we have been to, the response by the American audience was tremendous.” 

“We are so pleased the way the American audience welcomed and encouraged us,” said Rawail, adding: 
“This visit provided us the opportunity to promote and to evolve the traditional music of rubab, which is the 
centerpiece of our band.” 

“We got orders for the rubab too,” Bogra said, indicating that audience members want to purchase it. 

Khumariyaan developed their own music style by combining the local folk rubab with modern and traditional 
instruments. 

The city of Peshawar, the capital city of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, and many regions in the tribal areas 
of Pakistan have suffered from Taliban terrorism in recent years. 

Extremists and suicide bombers have targeted not only civilians and law enforcement officers but also 
musicians and artists. In areas where they have exercised a strong presence in the past, the Taliban 
burned down CD, DVD and music stores. 

“We used to face a difficult time off and on in Pakistan,” Rawail acknowledged and added, “It is a fact that 
opponents of music and arts exist everywhere, you may even find some in the U.S., but the majority of the 
people in Pakistan want to listen and enjoy music. They want to dance, most of them love arts and culture.” 

“During our concerts in the U.S. people enjoyed our music and danced to the melding of traditional folk and 
modern music, and they gave us standing ovations. Music is something which helps you build a bridge 
between nations and communities,” Rawail concluded. 

KHUMARIYAAN at Asia Society 6 minute clip http://youtu.be/UY0qF8poXH0  

http://youtu.be/UY0qF8poXH0�
https://www.voicesofny.org/tcS3_media/blogs.dir/389/files/2014/10/Khumariyan2.jpeg�


http://blogs.voanews.com/durand/2014/09/17/khumariyaan-intoxicate-washington-d-c/  
 

 
 
As I sat on in the grand foyer of the Kennedy Center, overlooking the Potomac River, a feeling of pride and 
nostalgia overcame me as I watched a group of young Pashtun men dilute the image of extremism placed 
upon their people. The crowd was filled with people of all creeds and races, clapping, dancing and cheering 
as Khumariyaan intoxicated the audience with their Pashto folk-tunes.   

Peshawar’s hyper-folk boy band Khumariyaan (English translation-The Intoxicators) performed at the 
Kennedy Center of Performing Arts in Washington, DC last night-kicking off their month-long tour in the 
United States. Hundreds gathered to watch Khumariyaan perform live along with Moroccan Berber funk band 
named Ribab Fusion as a part of a program created by the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs, in partnership with New England Foundation for the Arts. 

Unlike other Peshawari Boy bands, Khumariyaan is purely instrumental. That’s right-no vocals, only beat! It 
consists of four members; Farhan Bogra, Aamer Shaique, Shiraz Khan and Sparlay Rawail whose purpose 
is to revitalize traditional Pashtun music with a modern edge. 

 

http://blogs.voanews.com/durand/2014/09/17/khumariyaan-intoxicate-washington-d-c/�
http://blogs.voanews.com/durand/files/2014/09/Khum1.jpg�
http://blogs.voanews.com/durand/files/2014/09/Khum4.jpg�


The resurgence of traditional music, instruments and poetry has not only preserved Pashtun culture and 
language but serves as a defense against extremism. Lead guitarist, Sparlay Rawail told VOA Deewa, “The 
band was formed in 2008, in times when many great artists were being persecuted or forced into exile. Its 
sole purpose is to work on the evolution of folk music, to make it relevant in the contemporary times. Music 
for us is something that is hardwired into our brains as human beings and we try to exploit that dance-along 
feeling that one gets when listening to a basic beautiful melody. When it’s pure and basic, it can turn up, add 
a bit of accentuation and you’ve got something that the new Pashtun generation loves. Back home, and 
everywhere, art is like water for the fire of fundamentalism.” 

Music is purely a passion for these young, educated gentlemen who take their careers as seriously as they 
take their music. 

Farhan Bogra, who plays the rabab and sitar is from Thana, Malakand. Perhaps the funniest of his band 
members, Farhan is a foodie who enjoys snapping candid pictures of his band members.  He holds a 
Masters in Business Administration from Institute of Management Sciences and works as the Khyber 
Pukhtunkhwa provincial coordinator of Institute for the Preservation of Art and Culture (IPAC), Pakistan. 

Aamer Shafique, the guitarist is from Swabi. He is perhaps best described as a kind-hearted ball of energy 
and enthusiasm. It is not a surprise that he works in works in disaster management bringing positive energy 
to communities in distress. Aamer works with the Provincial Disaster Management Authority on a World Bank 
funded project in Khyber Pukhtunkhwa. He has two masters’ degrees in development studies from the 
Institute of Management Sciences. 

Shiraz khan, the zerbaghali/drum player is from the renowned Naway Kalay, Peshawar. However, instead of 
picking up a squash racket like the other predecessors of his village…he picked up a drum or rather a 
zerbaghali!  Shiraz is a quiet, green eyed, youngling of the group. He works with an NGO called Basic 
Education for Awareness, Reforms and Empowerment (BEFARe) on a USAID project in Khyber 
Pukhtunkhwa. Shiraz is currently pursuing his Master’s in Business Administration from the Institute of 
Management Sciences. 

Lead guitarist and ghungroo percussionist, Sparlay Rawail holds Bachelors in Architecture from National 
College of Arts (NCA) in Rawalpindi. He is a Peshawar native whose father is from Mardan and mother is 
from Karak. This charismatic hipster has dance moves that will leave you in awe and hair that will makes 
most ladies jealous. Sparlay teaches architecture and communication & cultural studies at NCA in 
Rawalpindi and works as a freelance architect.  

Together they form Khumariyaan, a unique, modern-traditionalist band of musicians whose mission is to 
counter extremism whilst promoting Pashtun culture. 

 

 
Link to their performance at the Kennedy Center:  

http://www.kennedy-center.org/explorer/videos/?id=M6024&type=A 
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http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/articles/46271/ribab-fusion-sept-16-at-kennedy-center-millennium-stage  
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the North Side

Political Crisis Carries over to Overseas Youth
New York: It was almost a month before Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif ’s address at the 69th United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly Session when Pakistanis in the US started 
circulating a note on social media to gather outside the 
UN Headquarters and welcome the Prime Minister with 
‘Go Nawaz Go’ chants, reports Maha Mussadaq in The 
Express Tribune.

Friday morning, sounds of beating drums and loud 
music echoed from the 47th Street close to UN Head-
quarters. Hundreds of people started assembling swing-
ing flags of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) and Pakistan 
Awami Tehreek  (PAT) and chanting ‘Go Nawaz Go’.

They had come with the hope of chanting slogans 
against Nawaz Sharif as his car would pass the avenue to 
enter.

Pakistani nationals settled in US and Canada had 
travelled miles to support PTI and register their protest. 
Speaking to The Express Tribune, Junaid Bashir, a PTI 
supporter from Virginia said more than 200 people had 
come in two buses, mini vans and fifteen cars from Chi-
cago, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Virginia, Maryland, 
Atlanta, Boston to support the cause.

“Go Nawaz Go. Go Nawaz Go” chants picked mo-
mentum as more people started filling the space.

“I work with a medical company here on daily wages 
and for me each day counts. But when I heard about this 
protest, I decided to make a sacrifice and try to do my 
bit for the country,” said Jamal Khokhar from New Jersey.

In another story ‘Pakistan’s Political Crisis Carries 
Over to US Youth’  Tracy Jarrett reported for the NBC: 
Thousands of Pakistani protesters crowded the streets 
across from the United Nations Headquarters Friday, 
while the country’s Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif, ad-
dressed world leaders at the General Assembly. Among 
the crowd were many US-raised Pakistanis, most of 
whom have never even been to the country but feel strong 
ties to a place that they say intensely defines who they are 
and their hopes for the future. 
YOUTH, P22

Pakistan Welcomes US-Afghan Agreement

Islamabad: US Ambas-
sador to Pakistan Richard 
Olson called on Prime 
Minister Nawaz Sharif 
on Wednesday at the 
Prime Minister House 
and briefed the premier 

on the Border Security 
Agreement (BSA) recently 
signed between the US 
and Afghanistan and as-
sured that Pakistan’s res-
ervation would  e paid ad-
equate attention, a senior 

government source told 
Dawn.

Newly sworn in Afghan 
President Ashraf Ghani had 
Tuesday signed the long-de-
layed security pact allowing 
American troops to stay in 

Afghanistan after the end of 
the year.

Under the terms of the 
agreement, 12,000 foreign 
military personnel are expect-
ed to stay after 2014 when the 
combat mission of the US-led 
North Atlantic Treaty Orga-
nization (NATO) force in Af-
ghanistan ends. 

The source also said that 
Wednesday’s meeting was a 
follow-up after the premier’s 
talk with US Vice President 
Joe Biden in New York on the 
sidelines of the United Na-
tions General Assembly.

A spokesman for the PM 
House said the two discussed 
bilateral relations. 

Sartaj Aziz: Welcoming 
the new security agreement 
Advisor to Prime Minister 
on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz 
said that Pakistan has always 
maintained the stance that it is 
an issue between the USA and 
Afghanistan. 
AGREEMENT, P29

Threats Can’t Force 
Mid-term Polls: Shah

Islamabad: Opposition Leader in 
the National Assembly Syed Khur-
shid Ahmed Shah has said that 
threats cannot force mid-term elec-
tions in the country and the PPP 
does not support any such action.

“It will not be appropriate, if 
someone talks about mid-term polls 
in a threatening manner. I person-
ally don’t approve of this. However, 
it will be a different issue, if a situa-
tion arises that (the Prime Minister) 
Nawaz Sharif himself decides to go 
for mid-term polls,” Mr Shah said 
while talking to reporters here on 
Tuesday.

Peoples Party (PPP) leader 
SHAH, P29

Karachi: Outlawed in Pakistan, a 
short film made by Pakistani-Ca-
nadian journalist Habiba Nosheen 
and German journalist Hilke Schell-
mann, has won an Emmy Award for 
its heart-wrenching story of a rape 
survivor, Kainat Soomro.

The story portrays the young 
Pakistani girl who was allegedly 
raped on her way back home from 
school by four men in a rural village 
in Sindh. The 45-minute film was 
one of the 15 short documentary 
films to be screened at the
DOCUMENTARY, P29

Documentary ‘Outlawed in 
Pakistan’ Brings Emmy Home

Musharraf Senses ‘Winds of 
Change’ in Country

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif shakes hands with US Ambassador to Pakistan Richard Olson. — File photo

‘Outlawed in Pakistan’ team celebrate their 
triumph – Photo courtesy M. Ali’s Instagram

United Nations: Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif criticized India in his 
address to the UN General Assembly 
in New York on Friday for withdraw-
ing from planned peace talks over 
the disputed region of Kashmir.

“We were disappointed at the 
cancellation of the foreign secretary-
level talks by India,” Sharif told the 
193 member countries of the General 
Assembly. “The world community, 
too, rightly saw it as another missed 
opportunity.”

Sharif has made improving rela-
tions with India a political priority. 
Pakistan, he said, wanted to resolve 
the problem “through negotiations.”

Sharif traveled to India’s capital, 
New Delhi, in May for the inaugura-
tion of Narendra Modi as the coun-
try’s prime minister. The visit raised 
hopes of progress in the six-decade-
old dispute, which has resulted in one 
of the world’s most heavily milita-
rized borders.

Those hopes stalled in August 
when India announced it was with-
drawing from the planned peace 
KASHMIR, P29

PM Criticizes India over 
Collapse of Kashmir Talks

Pakistani kids demonstrate in New York. Courtesy Tracy Jarrett, NBC

Karachi: Former president Gen 
(retd) Pervez Musharraf said 
Wednesday that he can sense ‘winds 
of change’ blowing in Pakistan. 

Musharraf, appearing via video 
conference wearing a traditional Sin-
dhi Ajrak shawl on his shoulders, 
was speaking to workers of his All 
Pakistan Muslim League (APML) in 
Karachi.

“I can sense winds of change 
blowing in Pakistan. The demonstra-
tors are within their right to protest; 
my sympathies are with them,” he 
said.

Musharraf was referring to the 
anti-government protests led by the 
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) and 
firebrand cleric Dr Allama Tahirul 
Qadri’s Pakistan Awami Tehreek 
(PAT). 

 “Pakistan was in dire need of 
political change in the 2013 elections: 
a third force capable of good gover-
nance and able to steer the country 
to safer waters. This is why, despite all 
hurdles I decided to come back 
MUSHARAFF, P29
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An Amazing Cultural Fusion – East Meets West on the North Side

n By C. Naseer Ahmad
Pictures by Robert Henderson

Washington, DC: Khumariyaan – 
the intoxicators – which has reawak-
ened the live music scene in Peshawar 
thrilled the audience at the Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts in 
Washington.  Pakistani Ambassador 
Jalil Abbas Jilani and his wife were 
also there on September 16, 2014 to 
see an amazing cultural fusion where 
the East harmoniously met the West 
on the North Side of the Millennium 
Stage in the magnificent Kennedy 
Center.

“Music is the international lan-
guage of peace,” said US Secretary of 
State John Kerry while welcoming 
young Afghan performers in February 
2013. Such words and sentiments were 
also expressed by Eileen O’Connor, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of 
South and Central Asian Affairs, who 
welcomed Ambassador Jilani and his 
wife while enthusiastically introduc-

ing the performers to the audience.
“In our country and particularly 

in our region, playing music, or in-
deed anything that is art is a form of 
resistance, a resistance that may have 
paid for with their lives, yet Pushtoons 
love their music,” lead guitarist Spar-
lay Rawail was quoted in the hand-out 
distributed at the event. “By introduc-
ing Western and local instruments 
in one line-up, we hope to remove 
the stereotypes from our culture, and 
bring back a love for music, and in-
deed more importantly, a love for the 
musician,” he added.

“In our journey, we hope to entice 
musical ‘goose bumps’, and become a 
philosophical experience,” rubab play-
er Farhan Bogra said. Through their 
stellar performance Rawail and his 
band members charmed the audience 
- which stretched far into the massive 
hall – and gave them more than goose 
bumps.  Khumariyaan’s  melodies 
made many in the audience jump with 
joy and it was a sight not seen often in 

the Millennium Stage.
Khumariyaan was followed by 

Ribab Fusion – a talented and popular 
Moroccan band of musicians. If Khu-
mariyaan was the delicious appetizer 
then “Ribab Fusion” was an irresist-
ible desert that the audience did not 
want to pass on. In fact, not only did 
the children run towards the stage and 
dance to the tune but also the grown-
ups were mesmerized.

“We began Ribab Fusion in 2008 
with the idea to explore the world, and 
share with the world what Amazigh 
music is,” said  Foulane Bouhssine. 
“The Amazigh culture is very strong, 
elastic, charismatic and very potent,”  
Brahim El Mazned, the founding Ar-
tistic Director of Agadir’s famed Timi-
tar Festival in Morocco, was quoted 
as saying. “Rooted and proud of their 
culture, this generation of artists un-
derstands the sounds and rhythms, 
the underlying impulses, and this 
knowledge fuels their creativity,” he 
said. 

Perhaps, it was the underlying 
impulses and the love of their music 
that even a man in wheel chair became 
like a swirling dervish. And, the leaves 
on the terrace trees overlooking the 
Potomac River seemed to have caught 
the bug too. With the glowing sunlight 
of this delightful late summer evening, 
Khumariyaan and Ribab Fusion were 
the perfect combination to bring out 

the hidden Pushtoon and the Berber 
spirits in us.

“Lahore, Casablanca, and Aga-
dir, Ho Chi Minh City, Peshawar, and 
Hanoi. Each has served as a global and 
cultural hub for centuries. As sons and 
daughters of these ancient crossroads, 
the artists touring the US as part of 
Center Stage in 2014 
FUSION, P22

“In our journey, we hope to entice musical ‘goose bumps’, and become a philosophical experience,” rubab player Farhan Bogra said. Through their stel-
lar performance Rawail and his band members charmed the audience - which stretched far into the massive hall – and gave them more than goose bumps
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was done  by a young lady (Am-
ber) and, two, the Sadarat and clos-
ing poet (Sarfraz) was the one who 
provided comic relief (possibly de-
signed so that people went home in 
a good mood). 

It would take another full article 
here just to cover the Mushaira seg-
ment of the evening. But just to high-
light some of the activity here, senior 
poet Abbas Tabish aptly described the 

entire Mezbaan Shayir group (locals) 
as amongst the most talented that he 
has ever seen. All of them were wor-
thy and it was good to see young Fais-
al Azeem back in this area. I just had 
to thank Tashie Bhai personally for 
his one line that made us proud. In a 
nutshell none of the local “amateur” 
poets were less than professional!

Amongst the four Mehman 
Shayir’s (guests) Ambareen was ex-
tremely entertaining both as a poet 

and in her “Tum Bhi Naa” and in her 
Nizamat role. Nusrat Mehdi was the 
feminist voice of the evening and she 
was amazing in Tarannum especially 
with her “Mein Bhi to Hoon”. Abbas 
Tabish was his usual pensive self with 
his “Intizar ke Lamhe” and his ode to 
mothers everywhere. And last but not 
least Sarfraz Shahid who in his Sada-
rat role provided enough comic relief 
to us that many had smiles on our 
faces as we made our way out of the 

door. His take on “Maulana and Hoo-
rain”, romance in cricket “Musalman 
mard ko char hi run ki Ijazat Hai” and 
his political cutlery were all very well 
received. 

The Annual Sir Syed Day Aligarh 
magazine was also released on this 
occasion. The magazine is dedicated 
to Hali and Shibli. This year marks the 
100th death anniversary of Maulana 
Altaf Husain Hali and Maulana Shibli 
Nomani, two pivotal members of the 

team of Sir Syed’s ‘Rufaqaa’ in the es-
tablishment of the MAO College. 

In conclusion we did not stay 
for the doosra daur (round two) of 
the poetry but it was already quite a 
rewarding and satisfying event for us. 
The Aligarh Alumni Association of 
Northern California once again needs 
to be congratulated for holding this 
gathering where everyone enjoyed the 
food, revisited Sir Syed’s vision and 
participated in quality entertainment. 

FUSION FROM P19
create work from within rich and storied 
cultures. Through music and movement, 
they engage the new and the historic and 
help shape the complex societies in which 
they live in,” says the cover of a sample 
CD with truly wonderful works of art.

This unique cultural exchange – 

Center Stage - is a public-private initiative 
of the US Department of State’s Bureau 
of Educational and Cultural Affairs and 
produced by the New England Founda-
tion for the Arts (NEFA) in cooperation 
of regional arts organizations and some 
private donors. General Management for 
Center Stage is provided by Lisa Booth 

Management Inc. which has been very ef-
fective in finding talented artists who can 
further the cause of cultural exchange. 
One of the gems discovered through this 
exchange is Arieb Azhar, based in Islam-
abad, who in addition to his Sufi music 
plays an instrumental role in identifying 
artists for Center Stage. 

From the personal interactions at a 
reception at the District Commons res-
taurant with the artists of bands, the State 
Department officials and all the people 
who make Center Stage so enjoyable, 
one sees the East meet West through an 
amazing cultural fusion bringing hope 
for sanity to prevail in a turbulent world 

beset by violence. And, historians might 
note that the District Commons restau-
rant physically exists in a place which was 
once the emergency room of the George 
Washington University Hospital where 
the late President Ronald Reagan 
was brought in after being shot by a 
lunatic in 1981.

Global Peace Leadership Conference Seeks Agreement on Values, Renewal of American Ideals

Faith leaders and “leaders of 
faith” from 20 states and 4 
nations called for a renewal 

of American founding values to 
build social cohesion and meet the 
urgent domestic and international 
challenges confronting the coun-
try at the 2014 Global Peace Lead-
ership Conference, America at a 
Crossroads: Leading Our Nation 
to Live Up to Its Founding Ideals, 
on September 19-21, 2014. 

Addressing the conference, 
co-chairs Dr Akbar Ahmed, Ibn 
Khaldun Chair of Islamic Studies at 
American University; Rev Fred Lu-
ter, former President of the Southern 
Baptist Convention; and Dr Robert 
A. Schuller, co-chair of the Coali-
tion for American Renewal, cited 
often under-recognized expressions 
of faith and respect for diverse reli-
gious traditions among the Founding 
Fathers. They also appealed to the as-
sembled leaders to vigorously advo-
cate faith perspectives in the public 
square and in policy debates. 

Dr Schuller movingly described 
an earlier crossroads of the nation’s 
history, during the British attack 
on Fort McHenry in Baltimore in 
1814, when an American observer 
in a boat in the harbor during the 
long hours British bombardment 
saw the American flag waving above 
the ramparts at the break of dawn 
and penned the words that would 
become the National Anthem. The 
Star Spangled Banner was then poi-
gnantly presented by Shannon Wise, 
Director of Liturgical Music at Hern-
don United Methodist Church, and 
harpist-Jamie Schermer. 

Dr Ahmed said that he came to 
Washington, DC in August 2001 as 
Chair of Islamic Studies at American 

University and was in class when the 
terrorists flew a hijacked passenger 
plane into the Pentagon just weeks 
later. “When that incident happened 
I realized over the course of the day 
that my life will completely change 
and I would have to give back to this 
great country that had been so gen-
erous,” Dr Amhed said. “But the big 
question was, what was this country 
and what does it stand for?” 

When his sabbatical came up 
he took a year with his students and 
travelled the length and breadth of 
America and wrote a book, Journey 
to America. 

“What I discovered amazed me, 
it stunned me,” he said. “Many don’t 
know, for example, there is a statue 
outside of the university Jefferson 
created, dated 1786, and it starts by 
mentioning the name of God for 
Christianity, Yahweh for Judaism, 
Allah for Islam, Brahma for Hindu-
ism. Consider the date, 1786.” 

Citing the writings and cor-
respondence of other Founding Fa-
thers, Dr Ahmed said Americans 
ought not to “put a fence” around 
them. “These are world figures. Why 
can’t people in China and India and 
Africa look up to these figures and 
say, ‘We too want to share these ide-

als.’” 
Speaking to the conference in 

a recorded message, Rev Luter said 
families, schools, churches and gov-
ernment are being affected by the 
erosion of values, and he thanked 
participants for undertaking the 
cause of American renewal. “I am 
convinced that the world will not get 
any better, society will not get any 
better, the nation will not get any 
better until believers stand up at the 
plate and become a light to the dark 
world and salt in a salt-less society.” 

Other speakers made special 
note of the founding principles that 
enabled the nation to mature and 
transcend what has been called the 
“birth defect” of slavery. Rev Dr. 
Deforest Blake ‘Buster’ Soaries Jr., 
former New Jersey Secretary of State 
and a senior Baptist pastor, said we 
sometimes fail to recognize that 
America is the outgrowth of an ideal. 

“The ideals were bigger than the 
capacity of the people who wrote the 
words [and] exceeded the capacity 
of the people to heed the words that 
were written,” he said. “The ideal is 
bigger than the heritage. If the ideal 
had not been bigger than the heritage 
we would have been trapped by the 
heritage. Our heritage may be flawed 

but our ideal comes from God, and 
the genius of America is our ability 
to self-correct.” 

Dr Matthew Spalding, Associate 
Vice President and Dean of Educa-
tional Programs at Hillsdale College, 
observed that American history is 
a narrative based upon two docu-
ments, the Constitution and Decla-
ration of Independence. “The Decla-
ration was a statement of principles,” 
Spalding told the conference par-
ticipants. “American patriots wanted 
their rights as Englishmen; but you 
can’t beat the English King by claim-
ing the rights of Englishmen. So they 
did something different. They looked 
behind that, reached back in history 
and they said ‘we are men and we are 
endowed with those rights and you 
can’t take them away.’ 

He said that the Declaration’s 
most important lines, “We hold 
these truths to be self-evident, that 
they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain inalienable Rights . . .” 
significantly appealed to “the laws 
of nature and nature’s God,” and not 
any human author. Quoting Alexan-
der Hamilton, Spaulding declared, 
“The sacred rights of mankind are 
not to be rummaged for, among old 
parchments, or musty records. They 

are written, as with a sun beam, in 
the whole volume of human nature, 
by the hand of the divinity itself; and 
can never be erased or obscured by 
mortal power.” 

Global Peace Foundation Presi-
dent James Flynn called the Ameri-
can story “the human story,” and the 
founding “a turning point not only in 
American history but for all people 
in our journey together as human 
beings.” By grounding the new re-
public and national life in the “self-
evident truth that all are endowed 
by the Creator with rights,” Flynn 
said, Americans could bring cohe-
sion among peoples of increasingly 
diverse national, ethnic and religious 
backgrounds. 

.“When we have confusion 
about values, we need to go back to 
the principles,” Flynn said. “Tran-
scendent principles don’t need an ar-
gument to prove them; they are not 
religious doctrines, but self-evident,” 
which he illustrated with examples 
of the outpouring of compassion and 
relief efforts following the 2010 Hai-
tian earthquake. 

Flynn quoted Founding Father 
Benjamin Rush, who explicitly con-
nected liberty and self-government 
to virtue, the capacity to govern one-
self, which ultimately derives from 
principles and values grounded in 
faith. “Liberty requires virtue, and 
virtue requires faith, ” he said.

The Conference convened ad-
ditional sessions for policy makers, 
civil society leaders and experts in-
cluding “Family Values: Rebuilding 
Consensus out of Confusion,” “Civic 
Engagement for the Common Good: 
Promoting an American Culture 
of Service,” and “The Role of Faith 
Leaders in the Public Square.” 

From left: Prof Akbar Ahmed, Rev Dr Deforest Blake ‘Buster’ Soaries Jr., Dr Mathew Spalding and James Flynn 

YOUTH FROM P1 
These young Pakistani-Ameri-

cans, some as young as four years old, 
represent an American contingent of 
a several-weeks-long political protest 
playing out in Islamabad, Pakistan. 
Tens of thousands of people have 
virtually shut down the capital city, 
sleeping in the streets, calling for the 
Prime Minister to step down because, 
according to protesters, he won as the 
result of a rigged and unfair election.

“The connection is, I have broth-
ers and sisters there, people living in 
Pakistan are my family, they run the 
same blood, we are all humans at the 
end, so we need to act like humans. 
Humanity is my connection,” 15-year-
old Zareen Afzal told NBC News. Af-
zal was born in Connecticut and has 
never visited Pakistan.

Protestors born in the US and 

those who moved to the States years 
ago for better educational opportu-
nities, or with their parents as young 
children, share Afzal’s beliefs, and say 

that it is a strong cultural tie with their 
families that makes them care about 
what is happening 7,000 miles away.

TRA

“I feel like in Pakistan, looking 
at all of the people it really breaks my 
heart to see kids there. I have younger 
brothers and when I see kids there, 

they don’t have food, or they are dy-
ing, they don’t go to school, they are 
picking up garbage on the streets, they 
YOUTH, P29
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Far from home, playing for a change: Khumariyaan comes to 
Blacksburg 
Matt Minor, news staff writer  
 
With the sun bowed out behind the mountains of Blacksburg, a band unknown to most of the country climbed the 
stage at 130 Jackson on Thursday night.   

Amid curiosity-driven applause from an eclectic mix of observers, Khumariyaan took their instruments out, still 
covered in specks of dust from a show they had played four hours earlier in front of 430 people at the Moss Arts 
Center. 

At the same time, nearly 7,000 miles away, the sun was just beginning to rise over the band members' homes in 
Peshawar, Pakistan. 

Khumariyaan, also known as “The Intoxicators,” came to the U.S. on Sunday under the direction of Center Stage, an 
offshoot of the U.S. State Department, that aims to introduce foreign musicians, dancers and theatrical performers to 
American communities. Blacksburg became a blip on their radar via the efforts of WUVT, Tech’s in-house radio 
station, and Virginia Tech faculty member Jim Dubinsky. 

“Language and music are the two things that really break down cultural barriers,” Dubinsky said. “This is the sort of 
thing every community needs every once in a while — bands that want to change the world.” 

Dubinsky is a long-standing supporter of the local music scene in Blacksburg; he DJ’ed at WUVT for eight years and 
hosted a concert series dubbed “Monkey House Concerts” in his own home. 

Khumariyaan followed their debut performance at the John F. Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. on Tuesday with a 
show in Dubinsky’s living room. 

“All I can say is that they’re doggone fabulous,” Dubinsky said as he addressed the crowd in an introduction. “When 
they come out and start to play, you won’t be able to stop enjoying life.” 

The Boston Boys, a band that hails from New York, also shared the stage on Thursday night as fellow members of 
Center Stage. The four-piece folk-style band’s first tour was in the Middle East and Morocco, a venture in which they 
were sent as American ambassadors in the same vein as Khumariyaan’s Pakistani ambassador role. 

Pat Kirby, the company manager for Khumariyaan’s tour, noted that although the Blacksburg stop-over has been a bit 
“loose” in contrast to the fairly rigid structure Center Stage is accustomed to, it has offered a welcome change of pace. 

“This has allowed both bands to have a little more fun and play a bit more openly,” said Kirby. “I think it has helped us 
settle things down after such an intense first few days.” 

Khumariyaan’s main mission with this tour has been to bring light to an otherwise shadowed-over area in American 
contemporary awareness. During a Q-and-A session at their Center for the Arts performance, the band stated that 
they hope their music, a seamless blend of hard-edged Western and traditional Eastern influences, can bridge the 
American and Pakistani cultural divide. 

Most of all, the band wants to shed the preconceptions Americans may have for their culture due to the extremism 
shown throughout the country nearly every day. 

“Khumariyaan was born in the age of Talibanisation, sectarian violence, military operations and neo-imperialist 
expansions,” reads the band’s SoundCloud page. 

“In our country and particularly in our region, playing music, or indeed, anything that is art, is a form of resistance, a 
resistance that many have paid for with their lives,” said lead guitarist Sparlay Rawail in a WUVT news release. 

Jim Dubinsky hopes that by spreading educational and entertaining messages like these under the flag of WUVT, the 
radio station can become much more appreciated within the Virginia Tech and Blacksburg area. 

“Why did I do this? Because I believe in WUVT,” Dubinsky said. “It’s a community treasure that not enough people 
know about, and being able to bring together members of the community and say that this is WUVT — that’s 
important.” 

http://www.collegiatetimes.com/news/state/article_37de9d4e-42a3-11e4-a365-001a4bcf6878.html�
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By Gary Spencer 
 
Photo: Khumariyaan will perform at University of Dayton’s Boll Theatre on Oct. 2; 
photo: Ammar Shareef 

  
Hyper folk intoxication 
 

 

Pakistan’s Khumariyaan brings hyper folk Music to UD 
American poet Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, “Music is the universal language of mankind.” And since 
Emerson uttered this mantra, many musical artists have taken this assertion to heart – that music is indeed a 
universal language, to which everyone can feel and react. One such band comes from the unlikely place of 
Peshawar, Pakistan – a country in the Middle East often surrounded by fighting, riots, religious militants and 
death. This quartet of four perhaps brave young men believe in the freedom of music to transform the world 
into a land of joy and peace, in spite of all the unrest that may be going on around them. The name of this 
group is Khumariyaan, which in their native tongue translates to “The Intoxicators.” 

“Our music reflects the mindset of the young Pashtoon, and the young and educated Pashtoon wants to 
dance and enjoy music (and) be in a state of intoxication – intoxicated on music,” said Khumariyaan member 
and rubab player Farhan Bogra. “The terms such as ‘hyper folk,’ repetitive and intense used to describe our 
music by our listeners being the source for the name of the band, thus we felt we will call ourselves what our 
fans call us.” 

A YouTube search on Khumariyaan retrieves clips of the band exhibiting its brand of “hyper folk” music via 
live performance, jamming out tunes that are vibrant, percussive and, yes, repetitive and intense, driving  

  

http://www.daytoncitypaper.com/hyper-folk-intoxication/�


audiences to naturally rise out of their seats to sway and dance along. In addition to the traditional Pashtoon 
instrumentation of the stringed rubab played by Farhan and the percussion instrument zeel baghli played by 
Khumariyaan member Shiraz Khan, Khumariyaan gives their traditional folk music sounds a modern flair with 
the addition of two acoustic guitars, played by members Aamer Shafique and Sparlay Rawaii. Together, 
these four young Pakistani men have been liberating musical cheer to audiences in their native country since 
2008 and are now bringing their musical joy to the United States for the very first time with their music-as-
universal-language attitude in the fore. 

“This is our first visit to the U.S. and hopefully not the last,” Farhan said. “We feel no matter where we 
perform in the world, if we are sincere (and) aim at spreading joy, we will be appreciated. If we succeed in 
giving people relief for five minutes, our job is done. Chances are audiences abroad will not have heard 
music like ours, but everyone has folk music. Many folk instruments sound similar all over the world. We 
hope the rubab will create a similar intense emotion (in the U.S.) as it does here.” 

Generally speaking, traditional folk music is the music of the people. And that’s how Khumariyaan views their 
own brand folk music – with one foot in the traditions of the past while also being well aware of the band’s 
modern and sometimes treacherous trappings when upholding the integrity of their folk traditions. 

“Our roots and culture include a whole range of folk music, art and traditions,” Farhan explained. “This 
combined with the current situation in our country where merely being an artist or musician comes at the risk 
of one’s life, especially if your expertise is folk art and music. (It) helps us create a deep regard for said 
artists and musicians and thus we try and play the tunes they play – trying to present a different picture of 
our culture on the world stage along the way. For us, music is a way of resistance.” 

The resistance Farhan speaks of is what, somewhat, relates Khumariyaan to the contemporary American 
folk music revival of the 1960s – the ability to convey resistance to the governing norms of modern society, 
and in Khumariyaan’s case, the ability to do so just by existing in a war-torn and fundamentalist Middle East 
is a feat in itself. 

“The band was formed initially in Peshawar amid growing political and geo-strategic tensions, in a part of 
Pakistan where artists are persecuted, exiled or killed,” Farhan explained. “It is part of a reaction of the 
young and educated Pashtoon that is into art and music, a reaction against the radicalization and 
fundamentalism of our society.” 

But all of this turmoil has not deterred Khumariyaan in its musical mission to bring happiness and good vibes 
by the honest, universal language of music in a live setting. 

“Live music is deeply rooted in our culture and (we) respect the capsules through which this is done,” Farhan 
said. “Live experiences are amazing. We play anywhere we can, no matter the venue, in an effort to show 
people how important it is to be a part of a collective conscious at a concert. Since the band is completely 
instrumental, we feel it doesn’t have the burden of a singular meaning. Thus, one can go away with a whole 
multitude of feelings, and catering to such a phenomena we feel shows sincerity, and sincerity is universal.” 

ArtsLIVE presents Khumariyaan on Thursday, Oct. 2 at University of Dayton’s Boll Theatre inside Kennedy 
Union, 300 College Park Dr. Tickets are $16 for adults and $8 for youth. For more information, please visit 
www.udayton.edu/artssciences/artslive. 

See more at: http://www.daytoncitypaper.com/hyper-folk-intoxication/#sthash.ir3eOMUn.dpuf  
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By: Amanda Dee – Social Media Manager 

“ISIS beheads another.” 

“Thousands are fleeing from Syria.” 

“These people want to kill us.” 

These are headlines in international news. Today, the 
terrorist group dominating media is ISIS, but in places 
like Pakistan the name of the group doesn’t matter. 
They’re stories they’ve already experienced. 

“That’s why for us being musicians, not even talking 
about political situations or anything, is dangerous 
and is a form of rebellion,” Sparlay Rawail said. 

Rawail plays lead guitar in Khumariyaan (“The 
Intoxicators”), a jam band afraid to publicly perform 
for fear of the Taliban. Rawail, along with Pashtun 
members Fahran Bogra, Aamer Shafiq and Shiraz 
Kahn were born in Peshawar, Pakistan, but in the 
eyes of other Pakistanis, they come from an alien 
country. 

Peshawar precariously sits near the border between 
Pashtun-dominated Afghanistan and Pakistan – 
where Pashtuns are the ethnic minority. 

“When I went to university in Lahore [Pakistan],” 
rhythm guitarist Shafiq said in a press release, 
“everyone asked me if we wore jeans in Peshawar or 
said how surprising it was that we knew English. But 
we are just like everyone else.” 

So when Bogra brought home the rubab, his father 
smashed it to pieces. When his father smashed the 
rubab, Khumariyaan was born. 

The rubab, a traditional Pashtun instrument, twangs 
like a banjo but its sound represents an entire culture. 

“It’s for the people who are uneducated,” Bogra’s 
father said to him. 

“Then,” Bogra said, “I realized why it was 
threatening.” 

People in Peshawar and in Pakistan love music and 
dancing but not the musician, Rawail said. Singers 
are compensated; musicians aren’t. Khumariyaan’s 
instrumental music speaks against that. 

“We decided to introduce people to our ethnic music, 
to give people what we really are,” Bogra said in a 
press release. 

“It’s like Red Scare,” Art Series Director Eileen Carr 
said. “We’re proud of our culture. We’re proud of our 
college culture. We’re proud of wherever we come 
from.” 

Khumariyaan performed a few times a year, but on 
their first U.S. tour with Center Stage, they play a few 
times a week. On Oct. 2, Khumariyaan will stop at the 
University of Dayton’s KU Boll Theatre to “spread 
musical goose bumps,” as they said, for UD’s debut 
ArtsLIVE (formerly Art Series) concert. The Eastern-
meets-Western band in its residence at UD will also 
talk to sociology classes and introduction to world 
music classes and jam with guitar students. 

This concert is not a political or religious statement, 
Carr said. 

“It’s about ‘getting a sense of [the Middle East] as a 
real place.’ It’s an opportunity to say ‘Gosh… what is 
this place I only hear about in terms of horrible 
conflict?’ and to see and hear from people who live 
there, who grew up there, who were born there.” 

“We’d very much like everyone and anyone to come,” 
Rawail said, “to feel what it’s all about, to show you 
our side of the story.” 

Khumariyaan will perform on Thursday, Oct. 2 at 8 
p.m. at Boll Theatre in Kennedy Union. For more 
information or to buy tickets, visit 
go.udayton.edu/artslive. Tickets are $8 or $5 online 
with promo code “JAMBAND.” 

http://flyernews.com/pakistani-musicians-kick-off-new-artslive-series/�
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Thursday, October 09. 2014  

Khumariyaan in concert at Conn College and Live Lunch Break  
Is it fair to say the "jam 
band" is almost 
exclusively an American 
proposition? 

Probably, yes. 

What would happen, 
though, if a band's 
jammery had its DNA 
rooted in Pakistani 
musical traditions such as 
Pashto? You'd still have 
the free-flowing and 
intuitive interaction 
between the players, but 
instead of jazz-blues or 
psychedelic rock 
providing the sonic 
launching pad, the music 
is anchored in Eastern 

time signatures, scales and indigenous instrumentation. 

Pakistan's Khumariyaan is the embodiment of this concept. The quartet - acoustic guitar is joined the 
djembe-like zerbaghali (clay or wooden goblet drum), a Pashtoon sitar (long-necked lute) and rubab (a type 
of lute) - conjures fierce instrumental tapestries that are at once hypnotic, jaw-droppingly fluent, and 
seductively lovely. 

If you value your creative self, please see Khumariyaan while they're in New London. They'll appear at noon 
today in New London's Hygienic Art Park as special guests for The Day's Live Lunch Break series. Then, on 
Saturday, Khumariyaan performs in Palmer Auditorium on the campus of New London's Connecticut 
College. It's part of the school's OnStage arts productions. 

When you look back at the shows in 2014, Khumariyaan will be at the top of your list. - RICK KOSTER 

Khumariyaan, noon today, Hygienic Art Park, 79 Bank St., New London; free; theday.com; 8 p.m. Saturday, 
Palmer Auditorium, Connecticut College, 270 Mohegan Ave., New London; $22, $20 seniors, $11 students; 
(860) 439-2787, onstage.conncoll.edu. 

VIDEO THE DAY Live Lunch Break performance Thurs, Oct 9 
http://www.theday.com/article/20141009/MEDIA0104/141009634/0/search  
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Khumariyaan Brings Music and Dialogue to Fall Weekend 
Posted on October 22, 2014 by Jake Faris in Arts  
 

Khumariyaan means “intoxications.” I mention 
this because a rubab, a zerbaghali, two guitars 
and four Pashtun men from the Khyber Pass 
allegedly in the business of intoxication 
through music were on campus this Fall 
Weekend, and I decided to pay a visit. It was 
quite an evening. 

Center Stage, the “public diplomacy initiative” 
that brings Pakistani band Khumariyaan to the 
United States, advertises as a project creating 
“meaningful dialogue.” It is, essentially, a 
project to combat widespread American 
ignorance and misconceptions about other 
countries. At an informal dinner with the band, 
Rob Richter (who works on the onStage series) 
talked about this quest for finding the most 
suitable sound for an American audience that 
took him to Pakistan. Khumariyaan, he 
claimed, had set a silent audience dancing in 
Islamabad. Though skeptical about the 
Department of State involvement, I was 
sufficiently intrigued. 

On Saturday, the band began with a slow, 
weaving original score about the point where 
two rivers meet or a river splits into two 
(“Bela”). Immediately, I was entranced by the 
rubab (a word we were told translates “the 
sound of your soul”). A stringed instrument 
native to Central Asia, the rubab left a curving 
reverberation with a much greater persistence 
than a guitar – a sound that hung in the air and 
stayed with you after the strings stopped 
vibrating. 

The music was all new. Instead of the building 
verse, central chorus and low-key bridge 
characteristic of mainstream commercial music 
world around, there was a constancy to 
Khumariyaan’s sound – it seemed without 
beginning or end, made up entirely of a middle. 

After the swaying first piece, the band began to 
change pace. Lead guitarist Sparlay Rawail 
talked about the band deciding what they were 
going to play only after they were onstage, 
calling the process “organic.” There was 
certainly a freshness to the performance.  It 
was punctuated by looks and smiles as the 
artists played off of each other’s ideas; glances 
to each other’s instruments to understand 
pace; spontaneous, almost abrupt changes in 
rhythm that seemed feats of mindreading than 
of practice. Rawail introduced the ghungroo – 
a dancer’s belled anklet – into the mix with the 
faster second piece, bringing in a new metallic 
sound. I began to understand why Americans 
had been calling Khumariyaan a “rock” band. 

Halfway through the evening (to please the 
Department of State, I’d imagine), the band 
took a break to give us a “cultural talk” about 
their instruments, starting with the origins and 
physical construction of the rubab. “Now you 
can make your own,” joked rhythm guitarist 
Aamer Shafiq when Rawail finished describing 
nylon and steel strings, a quip that captured 
beautifully the hilarity of having to de-exotify a 
culture to such an extent. 

Continued… 
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Rawail also spoke of the long necked Pashtun 
sehtar, of how there was just one teacher 
(Ustad Zainullah of Peshawar) and one student 
(Farhan Bogra, the band’s rubab player) left. In 
way of explanation, he mentioned how playing 
the sehtar paid the Ustad $15 a month. This 
exposé, likely plugged into the show at the 
organizers’ request, painted a jarring picture of 
a culture and a way of life under attack by the 
very “globalization” so celebrated in the West. 
The underlying darkness in the improvisation 
piece Khumariyaan played next seemed to 
speak of a resistance to such attacks. 

As the evening progressed, the atmosphere 
morphed. The audience, for one, began to be 
more and more involved with the creation of 
the music – with claps and “ho!” shouts. 
Khumariyaan thrived on the engagement. 
When the first few people began dancing, it 
was like they were physically pulled out by the 
music. “Entire front row gets up at once!! They 
have some sort of magic powers?” read my 
notes a little further into the show. 

It was hard to believe that their music could 
just coincidentally be so well complemented by 
people dancing; there were songs that could 
only be complete with the clapping and 
stomping of an audience. The timelessness and 
continuity of this music, music of middles, 
seemed tailored to evoke the response of 
dancing crowds, and the band knew this well. 

Each song showed in a new way the “East 
meets West” message that the Department of 
State must so approve. In songs with Western 
four chord patterns, the rubab became the 
central melody, bringing speed, redefining 
energy, shattering any assumptions about the 
“exotic” eastern instrument’s inability to get 
feet tapping. Shiraz Khan’s zerbaghali, played 
with what my scribbled notes call a “violence 
and ferocity,” started an actual vibration in the 
back of my head with its powerful beats. Again, 
the takeaway seemed clear. Pace and youthful 
energy were no monopoly of Western music; 

the age old voices of Pashtun instruments that 
would evoke reverence and awe in a 
conventional concert could create hypnotic 
crowd-pleasers just as well. 

The band seemed to respond to pulses in the 
room, stretching tracks longer in their 
enthusiasm about all the dancing. “When 
people dance, we get carried away,” Rawail 
admitted. But the listeners didn’t seem to 
mind. By the time the last track (“Tamasha” or 
drama) came around, almost the entire 
audience was on its feet – every person 
interpreting the music in generationally and 
culturally specific ways, dancing incongruently 
with the music and each other, the only thing 
common in their different dances the joyous 
celebration of something. The pace wild now, 
the band members joined the dancers in front 
of the stage. Though dancers were parents and 
community members as well as students, it 
seemed a celebration of youth. “This is how,” 
my notes recall, “by creating a Pashtun music 
that can be interpreted individually, they 
preserve culture while not barricading it.” 

An experience that is live in its very 
conception, the Khumariyaan concert brought 
a sort of performance art to the stage, centered 
around creating a compulsion that frees up the 
innate human desire to dance. I left Palmer 
amazed; the DoS had actually gotten this one 
right. Khumariyaan had actually been able to 
cross cultural divides and get at something 
universal – the sound of a soul. • 
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Pakistani rock band Khumariyaan gets Connecticut 
College dancing — and thinking  
10/17/2014 

Members of the Pakistani folk-rock group Khumariyaan talk 
about their music and give a demonstration for Connecticut 
College music students. 

They were scheduled to play for only 75 minutes, but after two 
hours the Pakistani folk-rock group Khumariyaan still had the 
Connecticut College community rocking out to its fast-paced 
fusion of traditional Pashtun and modern sound. 

Saturday’s electrifying concert was the culmination of a four-day 
visit to campus by the quartet that also included a jam session 
with local musicians, a dinner with faculty and students, a 
discussion with students taking global Islamic studies courses 
and a performance at a local middle school. 

Khumariyaan is touring the United States through Center Stage, 
an exchange program of the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau 
of Educational and Cultural Affairs that is administered by the 

New England Foundation for the Arts. The band was selected for the program by a four-person talent 
scouting delegation to Pakistan that included a representative from Connecticut College. 

The tour’s purpose is twofold: entertain crowds with pulsing rhythms produced through a blend of sitars, 
guitars and clay drums, and bridge cultural divides between the U.S. and Pakistan. 

“We came here to tell Americans that people are people,” said Sparlay Rawail, the band’s lead guitarist, who 
also plays Ghungroo percussion. 

Throughout their visit, members of the band discussed their efforts to keep the indigenous folk music of their 
region alive. They explained that traditional instruments are considered “for the poor,” and that Pakistan’s 
deeply rooted class system makes it difficult — if not impossible — for musicians who don’t come from 
wealthy backgrounds to succeed. 

During a discussion with global Islamic studies students, the band also talked about the power of the media 
in shaping public opinion and asked students to think about why many Americans have a negative view of 
Islam. 

“I think that the more people are educated, the more tolerant they become, especially toward Islam, which 
many people don’t understand,” said Kaitlin Cunningham ’16. 

Associate Professor of Religious Studies Sufia Uddin said even among the educated, many Americans 
conflate the problems of the Middle East with Islam. 

Calling the band “a beacon of tolerance,” Rawail explained that each member has a different interpretation of 
Islam and practices accordingly. During the discussion, Rawail and another member of the band, Farhan 
Bogra, debated different interpretations of Quran and Islamic teachings related to dress, marriage, prayer 
and the judgment of others. 

“I loved their personal stories about their beliefs and practices,” said Lea Perekrests ’15. “We learn about the 
culture and the beliefs in class, but these personal stories really bring that to life.” 

http://www.conncoll.edu/news/news-archive/2014/pakistani-rock-band-khumariyaan-gets-connecticut-college-dancing--and-thinking-.htm#.VEUC08lO7eO�
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Anique Ashraf ’17, who is from Lahore, Pakistan, described meeting Khumariyaan on campus — and having 
a bit of Pakistan in New London — as “surreal.” He attended the dinner with the group. 

Another dinner guest, Mesut Sallah ’16, said it is great to see Khumariyaan representing the Pashtun culture 
through music. “Pashto music is a product of the unique social and cultural life of the Pashtun people,” he 
said. “They produce tunes that have a sentimental and soulful tone.” 

In addition to the concerts, Khumariyaan shared its music with local musicians during a campus jam session. 
“They were extremely gracious and made it easy for us to follow what they were doing musically,” said 
musician and activist Hugh Birdsall, a teacher and member of a New London-based band, The Reducers. 
Khumariyaan taught the jam participants several of the chord progressions and melodies they play, and 
played along on some bluegrass and blues numbers. “Music truly is a universal language,” Birdsall said. 

Director of Arts Programming Robert Richter ’82, who manages the College’s popular performing arts series, 
onStage at Connecticut College, travelled to Pakistan in the spring of 2013 as part of the Center Stage 
delegation that selected Khumariyaan for the program. Richter said he didn’t know what to expect from his 
trip to the war-torn region, and that friends and colleagues worried about his safety. Conversely, when he 
arrived in Pakistan, Richter said people there had misgivings and fear of the United States, especially 
“Connecticut” because they had heard of the state only in the context of the tragic Newtown school shooting. 

“We just hear the negative stuff about each other,” Richter said. “The goal of the Center Stage program is to 
use music and art to build cultural bridges.” 

The American delegation visited Lahore, Karachi and Islamabad in search of artists that could appeal to 
American audiences. The moment that Khumariyaan began to play in an Islamabad music hall, Richter said, 
he knew he had found the right act. 

“As soon as Khumariyaan took to the stage, everyone started dancing. In Urdu, the word khumariyaan 
means ‘intoxicators,’ and their sound was truly intoxicating for me.” 

Khumariyaan’s appearance at the College was part of the onStage series. Last year, the series included a 
visit by Haitian singer/songwriter Bélo, one of the first Center Stage artists selected to tour the U.S. 

“These types of cultural exchanges are what we are all about as an institution,” Richter said. 
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Scott Andrews October 6, 2014 

Lifestyle  
 

There’s a veritable flood of fine offerings from many different lands in the performing arts this mid-

October, so many that it’s impossible to deal with more than a handful in this space. 

… 

And looking ahead a bit, on Oct. 16, Portland Ovations will host Khumariyaan, a four-man string 

ensemble from Pakistan. Khumariyaan can be translated as “The Intoxicators” and it’s described as 

a “global jam band.” 

… 

Khumariyaan 
Presenting enchanting and exotic sounds from the far corners of the globe is one of the missions of 

Portland Ovations, and the world music season starts Oct. 16 with a quartet from Pakistan. 

Calling themselves Khumariyaan – “The Intoxicators” – these four men are on a national tour 

sponsored by the U.S. State Department. Khumariyaan’s specialty is the native music of the 

Pushtoon people, a large ethnic group that primarily inhabits northwestern Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. 

Three of the men play stringed instruments while one is a percussionist. Two of the instruments – 

the rubab and sitar – are native to the Pushtoon people, while the acoustic guitar will be more 

familiar to American audiences. The pace of a Khumariyaan concert is fast and frenetic. 

Portland Ovations presents Khumariyaan at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 16 at the Center for Community 

Education, 88 Bedford St. on the University of Southern Maine Portland campus. Call PortTix at 

842-0800. 
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Written by Pierce Sprague    Monday, 15 September 2014  

WUVT is hosting a pair of concert events this week. 

First, Brooklyn-based band The Boston Boys and Pakistani group Khumariyaan will be playing at 130 
Jackson Street, located behind Bollo's, on Thursday, September 18th. The show is jointly co-hosted by 
WUVT and Monkey House Concerts and starts at 8pm with a $5 cover charge. You can buy a ticket online 
here.  
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Young Pashtun Musicians in Pakistan  
 

 
 

Rebel Renaissance: Young Pashtun Musicians Wrestle with Rock and 
Tradition in Northwestern Pakistan’s Underground 
 

by Tristra Newyear Yeager 

“Love the music, hate the musician.” That’s the bind musicians of Pashtun heritage in Pakistan face, 
a challenge only made tougher as extremist religious doctrines have come to dominate public 
discourse. 

Yet young, well-educated Pashtun musicians are answering this challenge, creating a small wave 
of pop-powered work that draws ingeniously on tradition. Asserting one’s roots may seem like a 
conservative act, but for Pashtun artists, it has become an act of defiance and a source of fresh 
inspiration. It’s a lifeline in a time of stultifying dogma and trying violence. 

Some of the touchstones of this movement: the rubab, or traditional lute, and the progressive 
poetry of wild philosophers, whose words ring with an eerie truth—and lend themselves to really 
catchy songs. Despite the lack of public venues for performing in Northwestern Pakistan (and their 
paucity in the country as a whole) and the threats to instrument makers and music stores, music 
thrives in private homes and in inner worlds. The underground has slowly begun to break out into 
broader audiences, both in Pakistan and abroad, thanks in part to savvy producers like Peshawar-
based Zeeshan Parwez. 

Continued… 
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Two groups stand out for their artistic clarity and intriguing approaches to traditional sounds: 
Khumariyaan and Yasir & Jawad. While Khumariyaan offers a freeform, joyful instrumental take on 
Pashtun roots, Yasir & Jawad (actually a trio of musicians) make songs that shine a light on the 
individual’s struggle—grim and uplifting—in conflicted times. 

Khumariyaan 

 
Sometimes, incredible joy springs out of confusion and hardship. That’s the feeling that 
Khumariyaan (“The Intoxicators”) conveys effortlessly. The project began when Farhan Bogra 
picked up the rubab, the instrumental mainstay of Pashtun music, only to be chided that he 
needed to put it down immediately. “It was an instrument for the uneducated,” he explains. 

Bogra went on to teach himself and then record a series of videos so others could learn to play. In 
this act of personal rebellion and with the determined hope to bring Pashtun music and culture into 
the regional and international mainstream, the instrumental quartet began taking the sound of 
home jam sessions to the stage. 

With addictive passion and trancelike instrumental pieces, Khumariyaan demonstrate why Bogra 
couldn’t just leave the rubab. The signature Pashtun instrument can have the forceful twang of a 
banjo or a percussive, hypnotic thrum. It intertwines with the strong sonic qualities of other rare 
traditional instruments, including the djembe-like zerbaghali (clay or wooden goblet drum) and 
Pashtun sitar (long-necked lute). Underpinning these instruments with driving acoustic guitars, 
Khumariyaan’s rolling pulse and richly layered sound builds to high-spirited intensity. It’s an 
addictive and accessible pleasure that’s ushering in a new era for an eclipsed music. 

Continued… 
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Without lyrics, Khumariyaan’s pieces can move audiences from diverse cultural backgrounds 
instantly. “Sometimes, it can feel much harder to get the audience connect to a piece that’s 
purely instrumental,” says supporting guitarist Aamer Shafiq. “But if you make that connection and 
you’re targeting multi-cultures, then instrumentals allow everyone to relate. It’s bridge building.” 

“In our country and particularly in our region, playing music, or indeed anything that is art, is a form 
of resistance, a resistance that many have paid for with their lives, yet the Pashtuns love their 
music,” reflects lead guitarist Sparlay Rawail. “By introducing Western and local instruments in one 
line up, we hope to remove the stereotypes from our culture, and bring back a love for music, and 
indeed, more importantly, a love for the musician. We are very lucky in regard to the support we 
have in our homeland from the public.” 

Watch “Sheenai” 
 

Khumaryaan has been touring the US this autumn as part of Center Stage, an exchange program 
of the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Continued… 
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Yasir & Jawad 

 
If you watch one music video from Pakistan, watch “Niqab.” With this song, this trio of friends forges 
an unmistakable link between the sentiments of the past and the present’s intense sonic 
statements, between social forces and painful introspection. 

The band illuminates the shadowy inner world of individuals struggling in a community and world 
increasingly obsessed with ideas of physical and religious purity, yet celebrates the striking 
endurance of the heart and hope. Songs like the indie-rock gem “Reidi Gul” and the anthemic 
“Jaam” show how much poetry can speak to pop sensibilities. This is an act of rebellion, much like 
that of rock’s golden era in the US and UK. 

The amalgam of rock and trad came intuitively to Yasir & Jawad, who met when both attended 
collage in Lahore. They met in their dorm, hanging out and jamming. Yasir had picked up the 
rubab, the traditional Pashtun lute, several years before, while Jawad had taught himself to play 
guitar by checking out videos by musicians like Neil Young. In their hometowns, there were no 
music schools, no instrument shops, no clubs and no sheet music. Everyone learned on their own, 
sometimes scanning MTV to catch the fingering of a certain guitar lick. 

“When we started playing together, we weren’t a band. In 2008, we were sitting in our university 
hostel. I had brought my guitar, and Yasir said, ‘Let’s jam and see what happens.’ It was guitar and 
rubab, and I was doing the vocals. It wasn’t even a song, it was more of a rough jam session.” The 
two stringed instruments dialogue well, the rubab’s softer timbre weaving addictively through the 
guitar’s metallic resonance. 

After vocalist Wali Khan Aurakzai, a native of Northwestern Pakistan’s Orakzai Agency, joined the 
duo, the group began to explore Pashtun culture in greater depth, in particular the poems of 20th-
century poet-philosopher Ghani Khan. The move, seemingly unexpected to those unfamiliar with 
Ghani Khan’s work, made perfect sense to the young artists: “We can relate to him more than we  

Continued… 
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can relate to any other voice,” states Jawad. “He’s open about his thoughts. He’s a rebel.” Wali’s 
raw-edged voice has the right intensity and emotional commitment to render Ghani Khan’s words 
meaningful, even to contemporary listeners unfamiliar with the language. 

The free-thinking poet has been a source of inspiration for Pashtun singers and musicians for 
decades. Yet his words and his ideas take on a particular color in light of the current state of affairs 
in Ghani Khan’s homeland. “Ghani was against religious extremism,” Jawad notes. “He talks about 
freedom and expressing yourself, about feeling an open connection with yourself and beyond.” It’s 
a freedom Pashtun musicians are claiming for themselves. 

 
 
 
About KITHFOLK 
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Pakhtun musicians at the Center Stage 
 
By Sadia Qasim Shah  
 

 
A famous Pakhtun philosopher, sculptor, painter and poet Ghani Khan says in his short but a very 
interesting book The Pathan that `a Pathan takes a lot of knowing` as he is `the most complicated 
simplicity`. 
 
`I shall make him sing his love songs to you, so you may feel the throb of his heart,` this is how 
Ghani Khan feels a Pathan, called Pakhtun in Pashto, can really explain himself. Pakhtuns, 
addressed as Pathans by the British rulers, till today are a misunderstood people depicted by media 
as `militant` or `Taliban` in recent years. 
 
`Khumariyaan a band of young Pakhtun musicians was born in the age of Talibanisation, sectarian 
violence, military operations and neo-imperialist expansions, in the region the city of Peshawar 
which is a gateway to the Central Asia,` the band states on its official fan page. 
 
This band says that they are on a mission to enlighten the youth with all encompassing aesthetics 
and performing arts. 
 
continued next page… 
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Music especially in this modern and divided 
world is an international language. Music 
helps connect nations and spread peace and 
love. It can bridge differences and 
distances.People from different regions can 
communicate through music. Khumariyaan, 
an instrumental band formed by educated 
Pakhtun youth halling from Peshawar, is 
doing just that. 
 
They would be visiting the US next month 
under the US Department of State`s Bureau 
of Education and Cultural Affairs programme 
called Center Stage. Center Stage is an 
initiative aimed at developing peaceful 
relations between the US and other countries 
by promoting academic, cultural, sports and 
other exchanges. In collaboration with the 
New England Foundation for the Arts the 
programme connects foreign artists with 
American communities by organising month-
long tours for international dancers, 
musicians and actors. Through performances, 
workshops, artist-to-artist exchanges and 
community-level interactions, the 
programme demonstrates the power of the 
performing arts to create goodwill at the 
grassroots, notes a blog of the US Pakistan 
Leaders Forum about the Center Stage. 
 
Khumariyaan will be touring the US in 
September and perform and interact with the 
local musicians in DC, Minnesota and Ohio. 
 
The band comprising Farhan Bogra, Shiraz 
Khan, Amir Shafique and Sparlay Rawail has 
been rocking music lovers wherever they go 
to perform irrespective of the language of the 
audience. They perform folk, rock and fusion. 
Farhan Bogra, who first got fame by playing 
Rabab in a song `O Qarara Rasha` plays 
Rabab, the life of Pakhtun native tunes. 
 
Shiraz Khan is the percussionist and 
drummer of the band. He plays `Zeer 
Baghall` which is a Pakhtun music 
instrument almost extinct. Amir Shafique and 
Sparlay Rawail play guitars and bring in the 
Western tinge to the native tunes of the band.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Through this combination of traditional and 
modern instruments, this band has been able 
to bring not only Pakhtun music but the 
culture into the regional and international  
mainstream. 
 
Khumaryaan intoxicate their audience with 
the ethnic tunes and fast changing rhythms. 
The audience rejoices and becomes one with 
the symphony during the band`s live 
performances. They have been creating music 
since last couple of years. Except Sparlay 
Rawail none of band members has received 
formal training in music, but their talent has 
been polished through continuous practice 
and passion for music.The Center Stage 
programme was initiated in 2012 and it is for 
the first time that a band of Pakhtun 
musicians is going to be on the Center Stage. 
`Arieb Azhar`, `Noori`, `Very Live`, and 
`Zeb & Haniya` have already availed of the 
opportunity to exhibit their talent on the 
Center Stage. 
 
The Khumariyaan also dispel the impression 
that `Pakhtun love music but hate musicians` 
since this talented youth have been just 
following their passion because of their 
families` support. 
 
The Pakhtun music, fairy-tales and folk songs 
(tappay) depict they have a tender heart. 
Pakhtun music is something which could 
bring the richness and sweetness of the 
Pakhtun life to the limelight. Khumariyaan 
with their intoxicating music would be truly 
representing the Pakhtun youth. They have a 
great responsibility to show to the world 
through their music and interactions with the 
musicians in the US that a Pakhtun is not any 
different from anyone born in the scenic 
Cockermouth (Lake District). 
 
`When he sings of love his eyes grow soft and 
dreamy as yours do, for love and dreams are 
as universal as measles and fairies,` Ghani 
Khan says to the readers. The music of 
Khumariyaan has that very effect on the 
listeners.  
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Spotlight: From the rabab strings to stardom 
By Ally Adnan 
  

 

Photo: Shaharyar Khan 
 

“Khumariyaan is a derivative of the word khumaar (intoxication). The source could be anything — 
music, spiritualism, wine, love, drugs or even good food. We strive to have the same effect, if you 
will, with our music,” said the Peshawar-based band Khumariyaan. “And hence the name.”  

The band has quietly and surely built a cult following in Pakistan. Their popularity extends well 
beyond their province, as they are regularly invited on tours to perform at colleges, music festivals 
and so on.  

Soon, they will be travelling to the United States as a part of the State Department’s cultural 
diplomacy programme, Center Stage.  
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Through their music, which includes improvisations of well-known traditional Pashtun compositions 
from both Afghanistan and Pakistan, they seek to revive an interest in their cultural music and 
entertain audiences in the process. “We believe ours is a deeply meditative and intensely personal 
interpretation of traditional Pashtun music designed to relax and open new doors of realisation and 
understanding for our listeners,” said Khumariyaan.  

 

Clearing the ‘haze’ around Khumariyaan — the most exciting thing to emerge from the 
Peshawar music scene yet! 

 

“There is a lot of room for improvisation and creativity in our music,” they continued. “No two 
performances are ever alike. Our mood, the venue, audience, socio-cultural milieu and many other 
factors contribute to the uniqueness of each one of our performances.” 

 

Farhan Bogra, Aamer Shafiq, Shiraz Khan, Sparlay Rawail, Photos: Shaharyar Khan 

The band is composed of Farhan Bogra (rabab), Shiraz Khan (zerbaghali), Aamer Shafiq (rhythm 
guitars and vocals) and Sparley Rawail (also on guitars). Rawail teaches at the National College of 
Arts (NCA). Bogra works for the Institute for Preservation of Arts and Culture and Crafts (IPAC). 
Shafiq has a promising career in disaster management and the baby of the group, Khan, holds a 
full-time job and is also studying for a Master’s degree. “We stay busy and, consequently, out of 
trouble,” laughed the band.  

Both Bogra and Khan play traditional Pashtun instruments that are deeply symbolic of their culture. 
Bogra plays a version of the rabab often referred to as ‘Kabuli’ rabab. He ended up in possession 
of one by accident. A friend bought a rabab, much to the displeasure of his father who did not 
approve of his son learning what he considered as an “old-fashioned instrument not appropriate for 
the scions of Pakistani bourgeoisie,” related the band. His friend eventually handed the rabab over 
to Bogra who then taught himself to play it.  
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The other ‘Pashtun’ instrument is the zerbaghali. It is similar to another African percussion 
instrument, the djembe. It’s shaped like a wine goblet and traditionally made out of clay. In recent 
times, the wooden version of the zerbaghali has gained popularity among musicians as well.  

 

“There are people who do not like our liberal views and music. They would like to silence 
us. People who love our music and us far outnumber the haters. They keep us going.” 

 

“We picked the instrument primarily for the richness of its sound,” said the band, “There was no 
other instrument in the region whose sound we found equally interesting. And we don’t think Shiraz 
Khan would have had it any other way. He is in love with it!”  

The band’s occasional vocalist and permanent rhythm guitarist, Aamer Shafiq was a well-known 
musician in Peshawar before the band was formed. “He was known for his skills as a vocalist as 
well as a guitar player and, in his own opinion, for his good looks!” laughed the band members. 
Since most of the band’s music is instrumental, “Aamer’s focus has shifted to playing the rhythm 
guitar, although he continues to enjoy singing whenever he gets an opportunity to perform as a 
vocalist.” 

Shafiq is not the only guitarist in the band. According to his band members, Sparley Rawail, who 
was the last to join the line up, plays his western stringed instrument with a lot of energy, passion 
and feeling. “He has an uncanny ability to improvise in unison with other band members,” they 
said. “He was responsible for introducing solo interludes of guitar in our songs and for skillfully 
incorporating the sound of ghungroos and the dhol in our music. His knowledge of music and 
musicology has helped develop the maturity of our music.” 

When not rehearsing or performing, the band enjoys listening to music as diverse as Sigur Rós, 
Pink Floyd, Bahramji and Maneesh De Moor, Metallica, and Ludovico Einaudi. They are 
particularly fond of Hamayun Khan’s rabab-playing and Mohsen Chavoshi Hosseini’s (Iran) 
haunting vocals. “We admit to having a bias towards Afghan, Persian and Pakistani music but 
truthfully we enjoy music from many regions,” they said. “We are citizens of the world and listen to 
everything from all over the globe. Music that moves our spirit and soul is the one we all love.” 

A tale of one city: Peshawar, in the band’s own words 

“We are aware of Peshawar’s somewhat unfair reputation. Aamer was even once asked if people 
in Peshawar were ‘allowed’ to wear jeans! 

“The truth is that the city is quite progressive and modern. It may not be as cosmopolitan as 
Karachi or as sophisticated as Lahore, but it is certainly not as behind-the-times as some believe. 
Musicians do face difficulties in Peshawar but their problems are similar to the ones they would 
face in other cities. 

“It has not been difficult for us to make a name in music. We were born into educated and affluent 
families that encouraged our interest in music. We were never forced to depend on music to make 
a living. Had that been the case, life would have been tough. Financial independence has allowed 
us to pursue music the way we enjoy it, without making any compromises. 

“There are people who do not like our liberal views and music. They would like to silence us. We 
get anonymous threats on a regular basis but that comes with the territory. People who love our 
music and us far outnumber the haters. They keep us going.” 

Published in Dawn, Sunday Magazine, June 29th, 2014 
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Absolutely instrumental  
Reaching out with music  
By A Rahim Khan  
 
How does a national culture marred by a decade of bad international press affect a revamp? How 
does it emerge from a miasma of disrepute?  Questions of these sorts have been bandied about for 
years now, followed interminably by introspection and soul searching on behalf of the harangued. 
Answers, however, have been in short supply and Pakistan’s image remains fixed in the world’s 
crosshairs, as a dark and violent place. 

While collectively, this notoriety has nipped away at the country, parochially, it has done a 
particular disservice to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, which has been under a pall ever since the twin 
towers fell. Pakhtun culture and art have gradually been weathered into media obscurity, where 
now they appear as vestiges of a time long past. 

In conversation with the Pakhtun musical quartet, Khumariyaan, Pique engages with an up and 
coming band that is decidedly on the offensive when it comes to battling this cultural decay, 
enacting their resistance one strum at a time. Taking up such instruments as the Rubab and the 
guitar, the members of Khumariyaan, Farhan Bogra, Shiraz Khan, Aamer Shafiq and Sparlay Rawail, 
have become the proverbial storm in a teacup, giving crowds an eclectic mix of traditional 
Pakhtun music while also being very clear in their message, that Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is still very 
much culturally alive and kicking. 

Lead Rubab player and manager for the band, Farhan Bogra spoke to Pique about Khumariyaan, 
the local music industry and the band’s upcoming tour to the US. 

In the band’s own words, they were “born in the age of Talibanisation, sectarian violence, military 
operations and neo-imperialist expansions”, how have these events affected you and your music? 

FB: The issues highlighted above do not only affect music, they are all encompassing, they mould 
your life and every decision you make as there most certainly will be a consequence to it, naturally, 
it effects our music. The main reason why we do music is because we realize that mere existence is  

http://pique.pk/culture/04-Jun-2014/absolutely-instrumental�
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resistance in our part of the world and that art for extremism is like water for fire. Artists here are 
persecuted, converted, exiled or worse, killed; a very different paradigm than in the West. If one 
was to talk about a direct effect, than we create tracks with a philosophical backdrop e.g. for our 
track ‘Bela’ we used a poem by Ismat Shahjehan which mentions the clouds opening up over an 
archipelago and bowing the seeds of peace.  

Pakhtun culture has a very rich tradition of music yet there is often surprise when people hear of 
emerging bands from the province, why do you think this is? 

FB: The majority of the music that comes from this area is either folk music or something the band 
terms ‘brutally pop’ music, thus the surprise when there is a contemporary rendition of our music or 
simply contemporary music, moreover the society, as is the case with many societies in the world, is 
going through a glorified phase of ignorance where they can’t break free of stereotypes, which is a 
by-product of the issues that are facing the province. 

Though predominantly a male and martial culture, figures that have come to be noteworthy from 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in recent years have primarily been women such as Zeb & Haniya in the arts 
and then Malala Yousafzai etc, what are your thoughts on this? 

FB: The more women, at every front, the better! There are other great Pakhtun female artists such as 
Zarsangha and Qamargulla which we all hold in high regard as well. 

What has reaction to Khumariyaan been like so far? 

FB: The reaction has been extraordinary no matter where we go our audience, which is mainly the 
educated youth of Pakistan, always treats us with great affection and respect. We have been told 
that our energy on stage is contagious and that the people connect with the tunes and instruments 
of their land very deeply. We think we invoke their need to dance and sway, of which we have a 
rich culture!  

Did you think that music that has such a regional feel like your own would have such resonance 
with others? 

FB: The word ‘regional’ now is getting outdated, with the internet and global music producers 
looking for exotic sounds all the time, anything goes. Part of the reason we don’t have a vocalist is 
so that our music can be all encompassing, that being said though, our job is to play the tunes of 
our land with a contemporary flare, and if we get a good response that’ll be great, but what is 
important to get the work out there. 

What inspires you? Where does Khumariyaan’s sound come from? 

FB: Khumariyaan uses folk tunes from all regions of Pakistan as backbones for our compositions. The 
sound comes from an understanding that the guitar serves as a great instrument to accentuate the 
sounds of our native ‘Rubab’ and ‘Zeel Baghli’, keeping that in mind we create all sorts of melodies, 
some completely contemporary, others heavily inspired from a certain region of the country. The 
idea of presenting an evolution of folk music is what inspires us the most. 

You say you want to “break the tradition of the South Asian vocal based musical culture”, do you 
think audiences are ready for instrument driven and based music? 

FB: Audiences in Pakistan have already had exposure to a lot of instrumental music, e.g. the ‘dhol’ 
is played at many ceremonies here and people dance their shoes off, with no vocals. The famous 
dhamal at ‘Shah Jamal’ is another example and so is the dhol and ‘surna’ of our land, our aim is to 
try and tap into that little soft spot people have for native music a lot of which is purely instrumental. 

Generally speaking, as musicians yourselves, what do you think of the music industry in Pakistan, 
does it hold promise for budding talent? 

FB: There is no industry as such. There is no curriculum for music in the public schools of Pakistan, only 
a few universities offer a handful of degrees in music, there is no state run music recording facility in 
the country either. It is hard even for a person with generations of family members who were artists.  
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Unless these basic issues are sorted and a state mandate is introduced, merely talent will sometimes 
not be enough and that is unfair. Now that international artists are going anti-record label, we really 
can’t say what is needed here in Pakistan, except more state endorsed music curriculum and 
performance venues and a systematic grass roots approach. We are able to give you this interview 
because we are from relatively privileged backgrounds and had access to instruments that we 
mostly learned ourselves.   

We’ve seen a lot of talent emerge from the local music scene yet beyond niche fan followings, 
these bands rarely make it big or for that matter, established bands rarely go international, why do 
you think this is? 

FB: That is not true; many bands from Pakistan have a great fan following abroad and not just of the 
people of their land, but if you mean no one from here has played at great venues like the O2 
arena with other great bands than yes that is true. In our part of the world, the existentialist values 
reach us after a trickle down where they are mangled and distorted, thus the pop or post modern 
concepts and subject matter alike reaches us a decade or two late, by which time everything has 
already been said and done, maybe that is why. 

Why do you think the local music industry has floundered in the past decade? 

FB: As the public sector is in tatters, we think that private sector has blossomed, many corporate 
backed recording set ups have popped up and are great platforms to show our music to the 
masses of the country who sadly at times don’t know about it already, that being said, with a 
conservative government, it really isn’t a surprise that the public sector is in such disarray generally 
and especially when it comes to the arts. The discussion goes far beyond why it has floundered 
when artists are persecuted, exiled, converted or killed for practicing their art, not by the 
government of course, not anymore, but this can only be done when the state does not whole 
heartedly endorse the arts. 

You’ll be touring the US in the coming weeks, how did that come about?  

FB: We are a very prolific performing band and are extremely lucky to get the amount of gigs that 
we do. It just so happened after performing at a venue that we got to know about the program 
and we applied for it, along with dozens of other bands from the country that applied, we were 
among two that were selected under the Center Stage US program. The selection panel felt that 
we were worthy and here we are, about to tour the US and hopefully other countries as well to 
create a lifetime of music and good times. 

How do you think an American, or more generally, a Western audience will react to your particular 
brand of music? 

FB: That remains to be seen, but we have been told that there is quite the following for folk and 
international music in America and that rap music and Fox News is just one side of the country, 
much like our own country ϑ. So we’re optimistic. 

What does the future hold for the band? 

FB: In the coming days, we are planning on recording another song and ultimately an album, but 
overall, like we said, hopefully a humble existence and a lifetime of music and good times. 
The writer is a journalist based in Islamabad. 
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Thursday, Sept. 18, 2014, 4 PM

The Boston Boys and Khumariyaan
Boundaries and Bridges
Anne and Ellen Fife Theatre, Street and Davis Performance Hall
Free; registration required

In this workshop, two bands, one Pakistani and one US, will  share their stories and their
passion to perform using traditional instruments to preserve and push the limits of the music
they make.
 
Khumariyaan is keeping Pushtoon music alive, but they have had a challenging time finding
acceptance and spaces to flourish. Local well-educated families often see this music as too
low-brow and, because Pakistan has experienced a radical turn politically, the band, along
with other musicians and craftspeople, have faced threats and violence. 
 
The Boston Boys do not face the same physical threats as Khumariyaan, but because their
music  crosses  and  blends  many  genres,  defying  easy  classification,  their  music  is  less
discoverable and harder to “place” in the vast digital landscape.
 
Both bands will focus on the paths they have taken and the instruments they have chosen,
individually and collectively. One of their foci will be the critical role of education. They will
conclude by sharing some of their music and, by doing so, demonstrate the bridges they build
and the places they hope to take their audiences. 
 
Look to be transported. Join us at 4 p.m. in the Anne and Ellen Fife Theater of the Moss Arts
Center. This workshop is co-presented with Monkey House Concerts.

Khumariyaan
Farhan Bogra: rubab and Pushtoon sitar
Aamer Shafiq: rhythm guitar
Shiraz Khan: percussion (Zerbaghali)
Sparlay Rawail: lead guitar and Ghungro percussion

The Boston Boys
Eric Robertson: mandolin, guitar, vocals
Duncan Wickel: fiddle, vocals
Josh Hari: bass, guitar, vocals
Nicholas Falk: drums, percussion, vocals

REGISTER HERE
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Monkeyhouse Concerts, Blacksburg, VA September 18, 2014 
http://monkeyhouseconcerts.net/upcoming_concerts__reservations 
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Special Performance in October for Students and Staff at DLAMMS 

Last Friday, October 10th, Khumariyaan (ku-
mar-ee-un), “The Intoxicators” performed for our 
school. This band gave a spectacular performance, 
which left everyone in awe with their outstanding 
traditional Pakistani dancing and singing. DLAMMS 
students and staff were clapping and dancing 
along, even starting a giant conga line around 
the gym. For the rest of the story, read our 
upcoming DLAMMS newspaper. 

Submitted by: Eliza R., Avery H., Jazmine S., 
Eduardo F., Gabby S., Tonny D., Adalise O., 
Ciarra J., Amber N., and Elyssia D. 

Photos by: Mrs. Heaton, Tonny D., Avery H., 
Elyssia D. 

Captions by: Carlos S., Reshyal Z., Adrian L., 
Gwen C., Finella S., Jacky L., Tonny D., Tiana 
J., and Tayna C.   

  

 

 

 

The interview with Khumariyaan 

reported by Avery, Eliza, and 

Adalise. 

 

Newspaper reporters team and Khumariyaan before the 

live show! 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students enjoying the music, singing and dancing in fabulous conga line. 

Q&A time with the band from Pakistan. 

 

After playing all the wonderful 

music the Pakistani group says 

goodbye to one of their favorite 

stops in the US!  

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

Students and staff enjoying Khumariyaan’s 

music. 

 

Rock on with Khumariyaan. 

 

As you can see, the DLAMMS staff set an 

example on now to enjoy and take part 

in a school wide assembly. Here we have 

Mr.Elci and Ms. Cinderella having a 

good time, learning the dance brought 

by Khumariyaan, the group from 

Pakistan. 

 

Students and staff enjoying 

Khumariyaan’s music. 
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With its propulsive, furious sound, Khumariyaan "The Intoxicators" has reawakened the live music

scene in Peshawar, the ancient crossroads through the Khyber Pass whose contemporary culture

is under attack from within and by outside factions. The lute-like Pashtoon rubab, is the meeting

point for this instrumental jam quartet. It intertwines with the djembe-like zerbaghali (clay or

wooden goblet drum) and Pushtoon sitar (long-necked lute). Underpinning these instruments with

driving acoustic guitars, Khumariyaan’s rolling pulse and richly layered sound builds to frenzied

intensity. It’s an addictive and accessible pleasure that’s ushering in a new era for an eclipsed

music.

ON TOUR September 13-October 17

Khumariyaan lands in Washington, DC to kick off their Center Stage tour. While in town

they will have an orientation and welcome at the State Department and participate in a

Google Hangout and various other press interviews.

They make their U.S. debut with a performance on September 16th at the

Kennedy Center Millennium Stage along with Ribab Fusion in a shared program.

Information here.

The band will participate in a variety of artist to artist exchange activities with the

Sep 16, 2014

The Kennedy Center Millennium

Stage, Washington, DC

Sep 18, 2014

Center for the Arts at Virginia

Tech, Blacksburg, VA

Sep 18, 2014

130 Jackson Street, Blacksburg, VA

Sep 27, 2014

Stephen B. Humphrey Theater, St. John's

University, St. Joseph, MN

Oct 2, 2014

Boll Theatre, University of

Dayton, Dayton, OH

Oct 4, 2014

Jewett Arts Center, Wellesley

College, Wellesley, MA

Oct 5, 2014

Jewett Arts Center, Wellesley

College, Wellesley, MA

Oct 11, 2014

Palmer Auditorium - Connecticut

College, New London, CT

Oct 12, 2014

Asia Society, New York, NY

Oct 16, 2014

Hannaford Hall, University of Southern

Maine, Portland, ME

Sheenai - Live at a Bonfire

Bela - Official Music Video

Jamming in Jihadistan

Stargay

Website

Facebook

Twitter

Search this site

Photo: Iman Shahid

Khumariyaan | Center Stage http://centerstageus.org/artists/khumariyaan
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Boston Boys while in Virginia including a house jam, shared performance at 130

Jackson Street (information here), a student workshop, and a panel discussion

workshop at the Center for the Arts at Virginia Tech (information here). 

They will also participate in a two day jam and recording session with the Boston Boys

at Montrose Recording. 

Khumariyaan will be hosted for a 5 day residency at the College of St. Benedict/St.

John's University which will include classroom visits, workshops, informal socializing

with students and faculty and the community and a performance on Saturday,

September 27th at Stephen B. Humphrey Theater -- information here.  

The band will participate in another 5 day residency -- this time at the University of

Dayton, hosted by the performing arts series. They will perform on Thursday,

October 2nd -- information here.

Khumariyaan will perform twice at Wellesley College, hosted by the college's Concert

Series. Information for the October 4th performance is here, information for the

afternoon October 5th performance is here.

Rob Richter, Director of Arts Programming, at OnStage at Connecticut College

traveled to Pakistan with Center Stage last spring (read his blog post here). He will

host the band for a four day residency which includes a performance on October

11th (information here) as well as classroom visits, meet up with local musicians, and

a live radio interview. 

Khumaryiaan will perform at Asia Society on Sunday, October 12th -- information

here.

The band finishes their Center Stage tour in Portland, Maine with a short residency

hosted by Portland Ovations. They will perform on October 16th at Hannaford Hall,

University of Southern Maine -- information here.

On tour as part of Center StageSM

Farhan Bogra rubab and Pushtoon sitar

Aamer Shafiq rhythm guitar

Shiraz Khan percussion (Zerbaghali)

Sparlay Rawail  lead guitar and Ghungro percussion

 

Press Kit

Artist’s Brochure (PDF)

[With Khumariyaan’s] dynamic spirit, the

band is in fine form when straddling that

line between genres and cultures, shifting

from Eastern to Western and playing

around with crescendos and stop-start

staccatos.

- The Friday Times, Pakistan

More Testimonials

Khumariyaan | Center Stage http://centerstageus.org/artists/khumariyaan
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About the Band

With its propulsive and hypnotic hyper-folk sound, Khumariyaan ("The Intoxicators") has

reawakened the live music scene in Peshawar, the ancient crossroads through the Khyber

Pass whose contemporary culture is under attack from within and by outside factions.

Originating as a trio in 2008, and finding its final form as a quartet in 2009, Khumariyaan “was

born in the age of Talibanisation, sectarian violence, military operations and neo-imperialist

expansions,” says rubab player Farhan Bogra. Khumariyaan’s mission is to enlighten

Pakistan’s youth with all encompassing aesthetics and through its music.  “We are group of

individuals that have come together as one soul to experience and share the trance that is

live acoustic music. To us, music is the best sublimated form of art. In our journey, we hope to

entice musical ‘goose bumps’, and become a moving philosophical experience.”

Pakistan’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province and its regional capital, Peshawar has a very

different cultural legacy than the rest of Pakistan, one with roots in both Persian and Central

Asian cultures though with significant South Asian influences. Pushtoons, the dominant ethnic

group in Afghanistan, are the largest minority people in Pakistan, with their own language,

arts, and customs. They are often misunderstood, even in their own country. “When I went to

university in Lahore,” recalls rhythm guitarist Aamer Shafiq, “everyone asked me if we wore

jeans in Peshawar, or said how surprising it was that we knew English. But we are just like

everyone else.”

Music, especially instrumental music, felt like the perfect means to exchange stereotypes for

first-hand interaction and profound enjoyment. “We decided to introduce people to our ethnic

music,” Bogra states. “To give people what we really are."

“In our country and particularly in our region, playing music, or indeed anything that is art, is a

form of resistance, a resistance that many have paid for with their lives, yet the Pushtoons

love their music,” says lead guitarist Sparlay Rawail. “By introducing Western and local

instruments in one line up, we hope to remove the stereotypes from our culture, and bring

back a love for music, and indeed, more importantly, a love for the musician. We are very

lucky in regard to the support we have in our homeland from the public.”

Making their U.S. debut under the auspices of Center Stage, from September 16 to October

17 Khumariyaan tours to The Kennedy Center, to Blacksburg and Richmond, VA (with The

Boston Boys), the College of St. Benedict & St. John’s University (MN), University of Dayton

(OH), Wellesley College (MA), Connecticut College, Asia Society (NYC) and Portland

Ovations (ME).

Who’s Who

Farhan Bogra  A rubab virtuoso, Farhan is a cultural activist deeply engaged in cultural

preservation. As the provincial coordinator of Institute for the Preservation of Art and Culture

in Pakistan’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province (KPK)he represents Pushtoon music and culture

all over Pakistan and across the border into Afghanistan. With the desire to show his native

music to the world, and break the norms existing about art and thought in the region, he is the

light from which the band draws strength.

Shiraz Khan Shiraz provides the percussive backbone to all the tunes that the band comes

up with, using a native instrument that nearly faced extinction -- the Zerbaghali, similar in

shape to the more well known djembe. Holding a bachelor’s degree, Shiraz met with Farhan

at their university and the duo got together with Aamer Shafiq to form Khumariyaan’s initial

trio.

Aamer Shafiq  Aamer met the Farhan and Shirz while at university, and discovered that the

solo notes of the rubab were complemented by the rhythm of the guitar almost as if it were

Khumariyaan | Center Stage http://centerstageus.org/artists/khumariyaan
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instinctual. A well known guitar player in his own right, Aamer gladly took up the role of being

the fusion and western element in the band, all three of them understanding that music, if

played in harmony, is sublime, no matter the instrument.

Sparlay Rawail  A lecturer at the National College of Arts, Sparlay met the three band

members at a concert and joined them in an impromptu jam session about a year after the trio

got together.  During the first half minute, it became clear to them all that the urgency,

dynamics and repetitive grooves of Rawail’s lead guitar not only fit, but upped the vibrancy,

resonance, gravity and energy of the band. Khumariyaan, with its propulsive, furious sound

hasn’t looked back.

Keep up with Center Stage and find additional information about Khumariyaan at

www.CenterStageUS.org, on Facebook (www.facebook.com/CenterStagePage), and

Twitter (@CenterStageUS).

Khumariyaan Center Stage Tour Staff

Pat Kirby Company Manager

Robert W. Henderson, Jr. Technical & Production Coordinator

Take our short survey. Tell us about your Center Stage experience and enter to win a Center

Stage promotional CD  https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CenterStageAudienceSurvey

Khumariyaan: The Intoxicating Sound of a Pushtoon Musical Renaissance

It all started with a smashed lute.

A friend of the Peshawar-based ensemble Khumariyaan’s founder Farhan Bogra had brought

the rubab, a traditional Pushtoon (Pashto) instrument, home, only to meet with serious

paternal disapproval. The instrument was soon in pieces, to be replaced by a more

respectable guitar. That got Bogra thinking: If the instrument sparked such potent passion,

what might the plucky long-bodied lute be able to say?

“‘Leave the rubab,’ they told him,” remembers Bogra. “‘It’s for the people who are

uneducated.’ Then I realized why it was threatening.”

Bogra, like the rest of his young band mates in Khumariyaan (“The Intoxicators”), went on to

teach himself a traditional instrument, in Bogra’s case the much neglected and maligned

rubab, one of the mainstays of Pakistani Pushtoon music. Not content to merely learn for

himself, he then went onto record a series of videos so others could learn to play. In this act of

personal rebellion and with the determined hope to bring Pushtoon music and culture into the

regional and international mainstream, the instrumental quartet began taking the sound of

home jam sessions to the stage.

With addictive passion and trancelike instrumental pieces, Khumariyaan demonstrate why

Bogra couldn’t just leave the rubab. The signature Pushtoon instrument can have the forceful

twang of a banjo or a percussive, hypnotic thrum. It intertwines with the strong sonic qualities

of other rare traditional instruments, including the djembe-like zerbaghali (clay or wooden

goblet drum) and Pushtoon sitar (long-necked lute). Underpinning these instruments with

driving acoustic guitars, Khumariyaan’s rolling pulse and richly layered sound builds to

high-spirited intensity. It’s an addictive and accessible pleasure that’s ushering in a new era

for an eclipsed music.

Americans will get a chance to experience this engaging music for the first time when

Khumariyaan makes its U.S. debut as part of Center StageSM. Center Stage is an exchange

Khumariyaan | Center Stage http://centerstageus.org/artists/khumariyaan
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program of the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs.

Exchange programs initiated by the Bureau support U.S. foreign policy goals and engage

youth, students, educators, artists, athletes, and rising leaders in the U.S. and more than 160

countries. Center Stage uses the performing arts to support cultural understanding between

American and international communities; participating artists experience the U.S. first hand

and cultivate lasting relationships.

Pushtoon music has had it rough, between local well-educated families eschewing it as too

low-brow, and threats from those deeming all music and musicians suspect. During a more

recent radical turn in Pakistan, many traditional and popular musicians were killed or arrested,

music shops burned, and instrument makers discouraged from their craft.

But the music continues, whether at private celebrations or at friendly jam sessions fueled by

MTV and later by the internet and mobile phones. At house parties or regular, small music

societies, young players gather, create music on the fly, and draw on anything from Chuck

Berry to WASP to Indian hits. Khumariyaan is a leader of this movement to revitalize the

instrumental traditions and to bring them out of the shadows—taking risks to play live,

encouraging other aspiring musicians to take up their ancestors’ instruments, and

reinvigorating the live music experience for audiences throughout the region and across

Pakistan.

The group sprang from a chance meeting in 2008, when Bogra spotted guitarist Aamer Shafiq

carrying his instrument at a local institute and invited him to jam. They were soon joined by

drummer Shiraz Khan. All are self-taught: Shafiq used to pause old music videos of his

favorite metal guitarists to catch where their fingers were on the fretboard. Khan, from a

tender age, would bang on anything that made a sound—tabletops, tin cans, and eventually a

drum kit. About a year later, Sparlay Rawail, a student at the National College of Arts, met the

three band members at a concert and joined them in an impromptu jam session. During the

first half minute, it became clear to them all that the urgency, dynamics and repetitive grooves

of Rawail’s lead guitar not only fit, but upped the vibrancy, resonance, gravity and energy of

the band. Khumariyaan, with its propulsive, furious sound hasn’t looked back.

“No one knew much about the instruments. Some of them were almost completely lost here,”

notes Bogra. “There was only one rubab maker left, and very, very few people to take lessons

from.” The fate of other instruments was even bleaker. Percussionist and drummer Shiraz

Khan got his first wooden zerbaghali in India, though his father told him that he had once

played the hand drum after bringing a clay version home from Afghanistan in the 1960s.

There were none to be found in Peshawar.

This broken link between the musical past and the challenging present reflects a larger issue:

the perceptions and limited understanding of Pakistani Pushtoon culture in Pakistan as a

whole. Peshawar has a very different cultural legacy than the rest of Pakistan, one with roots

in both Persian and Central Asian cultures though with significant South Asian influences.

This provincial capital, located on the eastern end of the Khyber Pass close to the Afghan

border, has been an important crossroads for centuries.

Pushtoons, the dominant ethnic group in Afghanistan, are the largest minority people in

Pakistan, with their own language, arts, and customs. Their ethnic homeland has been thrown

into violence, disorder, and oppressive cultural limitations by local extremists and international

conflict. Pushtoons are often misunderstood, even in their own country. “When I went to

university in Lahore,” recalls Shafiq, “everyone asked me if we wore jeans in Peshawar, or

said how surprising it was that we knew English. But we were just like everyone else.”

Music, especially instrumental music, felt like the perfect means to exchange stereotypes for

first-hand interaction and profound enjoyment. “We decided to introduce people to our ethnic

music,” Bogra states. “To give people what we really are.” Dynamic and dedicated performers,
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Khumariyaan musicians sink their teeth into trance-inducing pieces rich with string trills and

rhythmic breaks (“Qataghani”), and moving, bittersweet rubab-driven melodies (“Sheenai”).

Without lyrics, Khumariyaan’s pieces can move audiences from diverse cultural backgrounds

instantly. “Sometimes, it can feel much harder to get the audience connect to a piece that’s

purely instrumental,” adds Shafiq. “But if you make that connection and you’re targeting multi-

cultures, then instrumentals allow everyone to relate. It’s bridge building.”

“In our country and particularly in our region, playing music, or indeed anything that is art, is a

form of resistance, a resistance that many have paid for with their lives, yet the Pushtoons

love their music,” says Rawail. “By introducing Western and local instruments in one line up,

we hope to remove the stereotypes from our culture, and bring back a love for music, and

indeed, more importantly, a love for the musician. We are very lucky in regard to the support

we have in our homeland from the public.”

It’s a passionate call for a new, more tolerant and expressive era of Pushtoon music and

culture.

Khumariyaan

Farhan Bogra, rubab and Pushtoon sitar

Aamer Shafiq, rhythm guitar

Shiraz Khan, percussion (Zerbaghali)

Sparlay Rawail, lead guitar and Ghungro percussion

Center Stage will bring seven ensembles from Morocco, Pakistan and Vietnam to the U.S. for

month-long tours from June-December 2014, connecting artists with diverse communities

across the country. Residencies will include performances, workshops, discussions, people-

to-people exchanges, and community gatherings. Keep up with Center Stage on

Facebook and on Twitter and at www.centerstageUS.org.

Center Stage is a public diplomacy initiative of the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of

Educational and Cultural Affairs. It is administered by the New England Foundation for the

Arts in cooperation with the U.S. Regional Arts Organizations and supported by the Asian

Cultural Council. General management for Center Stage is provided by Lisa Booth

Management, Inc.

New York Times: Khumariyaan Performed at Asia Society on Sunday

VOA, Across the Durand: Khumariyaan Intoxicate Washington, D.C.

Dawn: Spotlight: From rabab strings to stardom

Pique Magazine: Absolutely instrumental

The Friday Times: Sound Identity

The News International: Traditional music in modern style!

Express Tribune: Khumariyaan releases music video of soulful number Bela

The Friday Times: Music of the ruins

Express Tribune: The Sound of Intoxication
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Listen to Khumariyaan on Soundcloud

Khumariyaan

On tour as part of Center Stage

The following credit is required on the title page in all printed performance programs. We

appreciate its use wherever else it's practical: brochures, posters, ensemble-only promotional

materials, press releases, advertisements, etc:

The presentation of [name of ensemble] is part of Center Stage, an initiative of the U.S.

Department of State's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, produced by the New

England Foundation for the Arts in cooperation with the U.S. Regional Arts Organizations,

with additional support from the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation and the Asian Cultural

Council. General Management for Center Stage is provided by Lisa Booth Management, Inc.

Center Stage logo placement is greatly appreciated. On web-based materials, please link

from the Center Stage logo or written name to www.centerstageus.org.

Download a zipped folder of color and black and white versions of the logo here.

 

PROMO INFO

Ron Kadish at Rock Paper Scissors is the press rep for Center Stage

Contact: ron@rockpaperscissors.biz Tel: 812.339.1195

Khumariyaans's Online Press Kit, photos, and downloadable MP3s are accessible on the

RPS site: khumariyaan.rockpaperscissors.biz/

Blurb:

With its propulsive, furious sound, Khumariyaan ("The Intoxicators") has reawakened the live

music scene in Peshawar, Pakistan, the ancient crossroads through the Khyber Pass whose

contemporary culture is under attack from within and by outside factions. The lute-like

Pashtoon rubab, is the meeting point for this instrumental hyper-folk jam quartet. It intertwines

with the djembe-like zerbaghali (clay or wooden goblet drum) and pushtoon sitar (long-necked

lute). Underpinning these instruments with driving acoustic guitars, Khumariyaan's rolling

pulse and richly layered sound builds to frenzied intensity. It's an addictive and accessible

pleasure that's ushering in a new era for an eclipsed music. "With Khumariyaan's dynamic

spirit, the band is in fine form when straddling that line between genres and cultures, shifting
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from Eastern to Western and playing around with crescendos and stop-start staccatos." The

Friday Times, Pakistan

Website: www.centerstageus.org/artists/khumariyaan

Facebook: www.facebook.com/khumariyaan

Twitter: www.twitter.com/Khumariyaan

Videos:

Shenai (at a bonfire): www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8Riy18ofsI&feature=youtu.be

Bela: www.vimeo.com/73030557

Press Links:

VOA, Across the Durand: Khumariyaan Intoxicate Washington, D.C.

Dawn: Spotlight: From rabab strings to stardom

The News: www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-6-206832-Traditional-music-

in-modern-style

The Friday Times: www.thefridaytimes.com/beta3/tft/article.php?issue=20130719&

page=20
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Asia Society and Center Stage 

 Present 

Khumariyaan 

Sunday, October 12, 8:00 P.M. 

 

 

Asia Society 

725 Park Avenue at 70th Street  

New York City 

 

 

 

This performance is approximately  

70 minutes and will be followed by  

an artist Q & A 

 



Khumariyaan 
Peshawar, Pakistan 
 

On tour as part of Center StageSM 

 

Farhan Bogra rubab and Pashtoon sethar  

Aamer Shafiq rhythm guitar 

Shiraz Khan percussion (Zerbaghali) 

Sparlay Rawail  lead guitar and Ghungro percussion 

 

About the Band  
Pakistan’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province is home to the Pashtoon people with  

influences from Persia, Central Asia and India. The estimated twenty nine million  

Pashtoon people in Pakistan derive from a larger ethnic group, spread from northwest 

Pakistan to southeast Afghanistan. Pashtoons speak an East Iranian language—

Pashto—and have a distinctive culture, that includes a code of honor which revolves 

around hospitality and generosity to guests, and religious piety. Music, particularly folk 

music, has been an important part of the culture. At the end of most concerts, no matter 

what genre, a band will play a folk tune and everyone will dance.  

 

The Pashtoon folk music traditions have suffered in the last several decades, with local 

well-educated families eschewing it as too low-brow, while it has simultaneously  

incurred the wrath of religious fundamentalists who saw this music as antithetical to 

proper practice of Islam as they interpreted it. This tension in Pakistan has affected 

many musicians—popular musicians were banned from performing, music shops 

burned, and instrument makers discouraged from their craft and driven into poverty. 

However the music continues, whether at private celebrations or at friendly jam  

sessions inspired by MTV, Coke Studios and later by the internet and mobile phones. 

At house parties or regular, small music societies, young players gather, create music in 

situ, and draw on global inspirations from Chuck Berry to Indian film hits. 

 

It is within this context that Khumariyaan developed their own musical style which 

combined the local folk rubab with other modern and traditional instruments. The  

central folk instrument of the Pashtoon people is the rubab, a plucked lute. The rubab is 

a double-chambered lute, with a deep, waisted body. It is made from one hollowed 

piece of carved mulberry wood, and a goat skin membrane decorated with mother of 

pearl covers the lower body. It has 3 main playing strings, tuned a fourth apart 

(originally made of animal gut, now nylon), 4 frets, 2-3 long drone strings, and up to 13 

sympathetic strings (made of steel). It was likely invented in the 18th century.  

 

Khumariyaan’s Farhan Bogra became intrigued with the rubab, and the group combines 

this signature Pashtoon instrument with the strong sonic qualities of traditional  

instruments, including the djembe-like zerbaghali (wooden goblet drum) and Pashtoon 

sehtar (smaller long-necked plucked lute). They added acoustic guitar to the mix, to 

create a music that they feel reflects their generation, a popular hybrid sound that has 

captured the spirit of young people today.  

 

The group sprang from a chance meeting in 2008. Three are self-taught: Aamer Shafiq  



used to pause old music videos of his favorite metal guitarists to catch where their 

fingers were on the fret board. Shiraz Khan, from an early age, was drawn to percussion 

and eventually began to play drums like his father. About a year later, Sparlay Rawail, a 

student at the National College of Arts, met the three band members at a concert and 

joined them in an impromptu jam session. The four-member group was complete 

with Rawail’s Spanish guitar providing resonance and energy to the band and youth-

based feel.  

 

Khumariyaan is front and center in the movement to revitalize instrumental traditions 

and to bring them out of the shadows—taking risks to play live, encouraging other 

aspiring musicians to take up their ancestors’ instruments, and reinvigorating the live 

music experience for audiences throughout the region and across Pakistan. 

 

Without lyrics, Khumariyaan’s pieces can move audiences from diverse cultural 

backgrounds instantly. “Sometimes, it can feel much harder to get the audience to 

connect to a piece that’s purely instrumental,” adds Shafiq. “But if you make that 

connection and you’re targeting multi-cultures, then instrumentals allow everyone to 

relate. It’s bridge building.” 

 

“In our country and particularly in our region, playing music, or indeed anything that is 

art, is a form of resistance, a resistance that many have paid for with their lives, yet the 

Pashtoons love their music,” says Rawail. “By introducing Western and local 

instruments in one line up, we hope to remove the stereotypes from our culture, and 

bring back a love for music, and indeed, more importantly, a love for the musician.” 

 

The Artists 
Farhan Bogra, rubab and Pashtoon sethar  

A rubab virtuoso, Farhan is a cultural activist deeply engaged in cultural preservation. 

As the provincial coordinator of Institute for the Preservation of Art and Culture in 

Pakistan’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province (KPK) he represents Pashtoon music and 

culture all over Pakistan and across the border into Afghanistan.  

 

Shiraz Khan, percussion (Zerbaghali) 

Shiraz provides the percussive backbone to all the tunes that the band comes up with, 

using a native instrument that nearly faced extinction-the Zerbaghali, similar in shape to 

a djembe. Holding a bachelor’s degree, Shiraz met with Farhan at their university and 

the duo got together with Aamer Shafiq to form Khumariyaan’s initial trio.  

 

Aamer Shafiq,  rhythm guitar 

Aamer met Farhan and Shirz while at university, and discovered that the solo notes of 

the rubab were complemented by the rhythm of the guitar almost as if it were 

instinctual. A well known guitar player in his own right, Aamer gladly took up the role 

of being the fusion and western element in the band. 

 

Sparlay Rawail, lead guitar and Ghungro percussion 

A lecturer at the National College of Arts, Sparlay met the three band members at a 

concert and joined them in an impromptu jam session about a year after the trio got 

together.  During the first half minute, it became clear to them all that the urgency, 

dynamics and repetitive grooves of Rawail’s lead guitar upped the vibrancy, resonance, 

gravity and energy of the band.  



About Performing Arts at Asia Society  

Asia Society’s Performing Arts Program is an intrinsic component of Asia  

Society’s commitment to sharing vital aspects of Asian culture by placing creative 

expression at the center of a more comprehensive understanding of culture. 

Whether it is experimental artists exploring new territory or traditional artists 

bringing to life the voices of a great legacy, the Performing Arts Program has  

created a powerful platform for connecting and engaging with Asian culture within 

a deeper cultural context. We have presented extraordinary artists from renowned 

names such as Lang Lang, Tan Dun, Abida Parveen, Shen Wei, David Henry 

Hwang, Sardono and Malavika Sarukkai, to the latest emerging voices. Beginning 

in 1957, with New York’s first performance by Indian maestro Ravi Shankar, the  

Performing Arts Program has since presented over a thousand performances,  

including original commissioned work from Asian and Asian-American artists, as 

well as American artists influences by Asia, such as Phillip Glass and Vijay 

Iyer.  From Indonesian hip-hop to  electronica from Shanghai; experimental dance 

to the deeply moving traditions of India’s Kuttiyatam, Burmese Zat Pwe or  

Chinese Kunqu opera, we foster artistic exchange and provide creative  

opportunities for artists. For more information, please visit asiasociety.org  

 

Asia Society Staff 

Rachel Cooper, Director, Global Performing Arts and Cultural Initiatives  

Rachel Rosado, Program Officer, Cultural Programs 

Hesh Sarmalkar, Director, Events and Visitor Services   

Eric DeArmon, A/V Manager 

 

About Center Stage 
Now in its second season, Center Stage introduces performing artists from abroad 

to American communities. Seven outstanding contemporary dance and music  

ensembles from Morocco, Pakistan, and Vietnam will perform, interact, and begin 

meaningful dialogues with Americans during independent month-long tours 

scheduled from June through November 2014. Artists touring as part of Center 

Stage help build mutual understanding via cultural expressions and people to  

people exchanges. From coast to coast, many performances and off-stage activities 

are open to the public.  

 

Center Stage is a public diplomacy initiative of the U.S. Department of State's 

Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. It is produced by the New England 

Foundation for the Arts in cooperation with the U.S. Regional Arts  

Organizations, and supported by the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation and the 

Asian Cultural Council. General management for Center Stage is provided by Lisa 

Booth Management, Inc. 

 

Khumariyaan Center Stage Tour Staff 

Pat Kirby, Company Manager  

Robert W. Henderson, Jr., Technical & Production Coordinator  

 

This program is part of the Asia Society’s ongoing initiative, Creative Voices of 

Muslim Asia.  
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